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I. INTRODUCTION: BIOLOGICAL DIOXYGEN TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

Most organisms require molecular oxygen in order to survive. The dioxygen is
used in a host of biochemical transformations, although most is consumed in
the reaction

(4.1)

that is the terminal (or primary) step of oxidative phosphorylation (Chapters 5
and 6). For some small animals and for plants, where the surface-to-volume
ratio is large, an adequate supply of dioxygen can be obtained from simple
diffusion across cell membranes. The dioxygen may be extracted from air or
water; for plants that produce dioxygen in photosynthesis, it is also available
endogenously. For other organisms, particularly those with non-passive life
styles, from scorpions to whales, diffusion does not supply sufficient dioxygen
for respiration.

An elegant three-component system has evolved to transport dioxygen from
regions of high abundance-water (at least if free of pollutant reductants) and
air-to regions of relatively low abundance and high demand-the interior cells
of the organism. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 1

- 3 The central com
ponent is a dioxygen-carrier protein. In the three chemically distinct carriers that
have evolved and are found today, the dioxygen-binding site in the protein, that
is, the so-called "active site," is a complex either of copper or of iron. 4- 6 For
hemoglobins, the most widely distributed family of dioxygen carriers, the active 167
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Figure 4.1
Oxygen sequestration and transport in the generalized organism Squarus squorur. The surface
area of lungs or gills is typically 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than the external surface area
of the organism.

site has long been known to consist of an iron porphyrin (heme) group embed
ded in the protein. Almost all hemoglobins share the basic structure illustrated
in Figure 4.2. 7- 12 Hemocyanin 13-15 and hemerythrin,16-18 the other two biolog
ical dioxygen carriers, feature pairs of copper atoms and iron atoms, respec
tively, at the active sites. * Some basic properties of these metalloproteins are
summarized in Table 4.1. 4 - 6

The second component of the dioxygen-transport system facilitates the se
questration of dioxygen by the dioxygen-carrier protein. Specialized organs, such
as lungs in air-breathing creatures or gills in fish, offer a very large surface area
to the outside environment in order to facilitate diffusion. The third component
is the delivery system. The oxygen carrier is dissolved or suspended in a fluid,
called blood plasma or hemolymph, that is pumped throughout the animal by

* The use of the prefix hem- is confusing. In this context hem connotes blood. Thus, since hemocyanin
and hemerythrin lack a heme group [an iron(II) porphyrin], they are nonheme metalloproteins.
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Figure 4.2
Heme groups used in hemoglobin: (A) Protoporphyrin IX (heme b), (hemoglobins and erythro
cruorins); (B) Chloroheme (chlorocruorin); (C) The encapsulation of the heme molecule in
myoglobin. 11a Reproduced with permission from M. F. Perutz, Nature 228 (1970), 726-737.
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Table 4.1
General features of dioxygen-carrier proteins.

Average
Active site Color change MW MW subunit

Metalloprotein of deoxy deoxy ---i> oxy (Dalton) # Subunits (Dalton)

Hemoglobins
Vertebrate

Human A heme Fell purple ~ red 64,000 4 16,000
Invertebrate

Erythrocruorin heme Fell purple ~ red up to 3.3 X 10 6 192 17,000
(Lumbricus terrestris,
earthworm)

Chlorocruorin chloroheme purple ~ green 3.1 X 10 6 192 15,000
(Eudistylia vancouveri) Fell

Hemocyanins
Mollusc
(Helix pomatia-a, CUI ... CUI colorless ~ blue ~9 x 10 6 160 52,700
edible snail)

Arthropod

(Cancer magister, crab) CUI ... CUI colorless ~ blue ~9 x 10 5 12 76,600

Hemerythrins
(Phascolopsis syn. Fell ... Feu colorless ~ burgundy 108,000 8 13,500
goljingia gouldii)

another specialized organ, the heart, through a network of tubes, the blood ves
sels. In many organisms an additional dioxygen-binding protein, which stores
dioxygen, is located in tissues that are subject to sudden and high dioxygen
demand, such as muscles. These dioxygen-storage proteins are prefixed myo
(from the Greek root mys for muscle). Thus for the dioxygen-transport protein
hemerythrin there exists a chemically similar dioxygen-storage protein myoh
emerythrin. For the hemoglobin family the corresponding storage protein is called
myoglobin. Interestingly, some organisms that use hemocyanin as the dioxygen
transport protein use myoglobin as the dioxygen-storage protein.

At the center of biological dioxygen transport are transition-metal com
plexes of iron or copper. To model such systems, chemists have prepared sev
eral synthetic oxygen carriers, especially of iron and cobalt porphyrins. In this
chapter the structures and properties of biological and nonbiological oxygen car
riers are described, with particular attention to the hemoglobin family. This
family has been studied in more detail than any other group of proteins, and as
a result a deeper understanding of the relationships among structure, properties,
and biological function (i.e., physiology) exists. The central focus of this chap
ter is to delineate chemical features that determine the affinity of an active site,
especially an iron porphyrin, for molecular oxygen. In order to develop this
theme, macroscopic (thermodynamic and kinetic) factors associated with diox-
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ygen binding and release are summarized first. The nonbiological chemistry of
iron and copper in the presence of dioxygen is described briefly to elucidate the
key role that the protein plays in supporting oxygen transport by preventing
irreversible oxidation of the binding site or of its ligands. The macroscopic
behavior of the biological systems is related to the microscopic picture that has
been developed over the last 30 years from x-ray crystallographic studies and a
miscellany of spectroscopic probes of the oxygen-binding site. Relationships
between the geometry and charge distribution in the metal-dioxygen moiety and
the nature of the interactions between this moiety and its surroundings are ex
amined. Nonbiological dioxygen carriers have proved particularly useful in pro
viding precise and accurate structural information as well as thermodynamic and
kinetic data against which the corresponding data from biological oxygen car
riers can be contrasted.

The bioinorganic chemistry of the hemoglobin family of oxygen binders is
particularly amenable to study by means of small-molecule model systems: four
of the five ligands that make up the active site are provided by a square-planar
tetradentate ligand, the protoporphyrin IX dianion (Figure 4.2). One axial ligand
in hemoglobin, imidazole from a histidine residue, is provided by the protein,
and the remaining sixth coordination site is available for the exogenous ligand,
e.g., dioxygen or carbon monoxide. Thus a model system that approximates the
stereochemistry of the active site in hemoglobin may be assembled from an
iron(II) porphyrin and a ligand, such as imidazole or pyridine. On the other
hand, in hemocyanin and hemerythrin most of the ligands are supplied by the
protein. Thus the assembly of a model system that provides appropriate ligands
correctly disposed around the pair of metal atoms poses a major synthetic chal
lenge, especially for hemocyanin, where details on the number, type, and ar
rangement of ligands have been difficult to establish. Many aspects of the phys
ical, inorganic, and structural chemistry underlying biological oxygen transport
and utilization (Chapter 5) have been clarified through model systems.

A. Requirements for Effective Oxygen Carriers

In order for dioxygen transport to be more efficient than simple diffusion through
cell membranes and fluids, it is not sufficient that a metalloprotein merely binds
dioxygen. Not only is there an optimal affinity of the carrier for dioxygen, but
also, and more importantly, the carrier must bind and release dioxygen at a
rapid rate. These thermodynamic and kinetic aspects are illustrated in Figure
4.3, a general diagram of energy vs. reaction coordinate for the process

(4.2)

where M is an oxygen carrier, for example hemocyanin or a simple nonbiol
ogical metal complex. Thermodynamic or equilibrium aspects are summarized
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Figure 4.3
Schematic diagram of energy changes in dioxygen binding.

by !1G in Figure 4.3. As illustrated there, !1G is negative, and thus the forward
reaction, dioxygen binding, is spontaneous. The equilibrium constant (K) is given
by

K = _a-:(_M_O..=2)_
a(M)a(02) ,

(4.3)

where a is the activity (crudely, concentration) of the component. The equilib
rium constant is related to the change in free energy by

!1GO = - RTln K. (4.4)

The rate of the forward reaction (k f ) is related to !1G1*; the rate of the reverse
reaction (L 1) is related to !1G!.]. Provided that oxygen binding is effectively a
single-step process, then

K (4.5)

Usually the rates of the forward and reverse reactions are related by the empir
ical Arrhenius expression to quantities termed the activation energies (Eland
E _ 1) of the reactions, where

k] = A] exp (-E/RT) and L] = A-I exp (-E_J/RT). (4.6)

These quantities are experimentally accessible through the change in rate as
a function of temperature.
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1. Thermodynamic factors 19-20

The equilibrium constant K was defined in Equation (4.3) in terms of the
activity ai of component i. The ai may be expressed as a function of concentra
tion as

(4.7)

where for species i, )'i is its activity coefficient and [i] is its concentration (strictly
molality, but usually as molarity in mol L-I). At infinite dilution )'i = 1. Pro
vided that the charge and size of species M and M02 are similar and that O2

forms an ideal solution, then the activities of Equation (4.3) may be approxi
mated by concentrations to give the expression

(4.8)

However, Equation (4.8) does not permit a direct comparison of the oxygen
binding behavior of one species in some solvent with that of a second in some
other solvent. First, for a given partial pressure of dioxygen, the concentration
of O2 in the solution varies considerably with temperature and from one solvent
to another. Second, reliable measurements of oxygen solubilities are not always
available, and it is only relatively recently that oxygen electrodes have been
developed to measure directly oxygen concentrations (strictly, activities). How
ever, oxygen-binding measurements are normally made with a solution of M in
equilibrium with gaseous dioxygen. At equilibrium the molar Gibbs' free ener
gies (chemical potentials) of the dissolved and gaseous dioxygen are identical
if they are not, gaseous O2 would dissolve, or dissolved O2 would be released.
Thus the solvent-dependent quantity [02] in Equation (4.8) may be replaced by
the solvent-independent quantity P(02), the partial pressure of dioxygen. Under
almost all experimental conditions the quantity P(02) is a very good approxi
mation to the gas-phase activity (fugacity) of dioxygen; hence we obtain for the
equilibrium constant*

(4.9)

It is very convenient to express the affinity as the partial pressure of dioxy
gen required for half-saturation of the species M, Pl/2C02). Under such condi
tions, [M] = [M02], one obtains

(4.10)

* There has been considerable discussion as to whether K c (4.8) or Kp (4.9) should be used to compare
dioxygen binding under different solvent conditions 21

-
23 We believe that the latter is more appropriate, since

for a system al equilibrium, the chemical potential of gaseous O2 must be identical with that of dissolved 0 2
19

On the other hand, the concentration of O2 varies from one solvent to another.
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where P li2(02) is usually given in Torr or mm Hg.* As will be detailed shortly,
values for Plii02) are typically in the range 0.5 to 40 Torr.

The dioxygen affinity is composed of enthalpic (Mf) and entropic (AS)
components, with

AGO = -RTln K (4.11)

Within a family of oxygen carriers the values of ASo and Mfo are usually simi
lar. Large deviations (such as a change of sign) are therefore indicative of a
change in the nature of the oxygen-binding process.

a. Non-cooperative Dioxygen Binding If the oxygen-binding sites Mare
mutually independent and noninteracting, as in moderately dilute solutions of
monomeric molecules, then the concentration of species M02 as a function of
the partial pressure of O2 is generally well fit by a Langmuir isotherm. 20 Here a
plot of the fractional saturation of dioxygen binding sites, 0, where

o = [M02]

[M] + [M02]
(4.12)

versus P(02) gives the hyberbolic curve labeled "non-cooperative" in Figure
4.4A. 9 Altematively,24 a plot of log (O/(l - 0)) versus log (P(02)), the so
called "Hill plot," gives a straight line with a slope of unity and an intercept
of -log P 1I2(02) (Figure 4.4B). A differential form is shown as the dotted line
in Figure 4.4C. Such binding, where the dioxygen sites are independent of each
other, is termed non-cooperative.

b. Cooperative Dioxygen Binding Many dioxygen-binding proteins are not
independent monomers, with only one dioxygen-binding site, but oligomeric
species with the protein comprising two or more similar subunits. The subunits
may be held together by van der Waals' forces or by stronger interactions, such
as hydrogen bonds or salt bridges, or even by covalent bonds. For example,
most mammalian hemoglobins are tetramers, consisting of two pairs [af3h of
myoglobin-like subunits denoted as a and f3. Either none, one, two, three, or
all four sites may be occupied by dioxygen. This situation is illustrated sche
matically in Figure 4.5, which also shows the statistical weighting of each level
of saturation, treating the a and f3 subunits as identical. Thus the binding or
release of dioxygen at one site may affect the affinity and kinetics of ligand
binding and release at a neighboring site. As a result, the saturation curve be
comes sigmoidal in shape, as illustrated in Figure 4.4A. The dioxygen binding
is cooperative. When cooperativity is positive, the affinity of a vacant site is
increased by occupancy of an adjacent one.

This behavior, where the binding of one molecule influences the binding of
successive molecules of the same kind, is referred to as a homotropic allosteric

* Many authors use the symbcl P so (corresponding to 50% saturation) for P'/2.
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Cooperative and non-cooperative binding of dioxygen: 9 (A) Binding curves;
(B) Hill plot of binding curves; (C) First derivative (slope) of the Hill plots.
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Figure 4.5
Diagram of tetrameric hemoglobin, showing statistical weights
of different saturations (see text).

interaction. A heterotropic allosteric interaction occurs when the interaction with
the protein of a second unlike molecule, for instance, an organic polyphosphate
for human hemoglobins, influences the binding of the first molecule (e.g., diox
ygen). Such molecules are often termed allosteric effectors. A commonly ob
served heterotropic allosteric interaction is the Bohr effect, named after the biol
ogist Christian Bohr, father of physicist Niels Bohr. This effect, which relates
the change in partial pressure of O2 to a change in pH at constant saturation of
binding sites (0), is related thermodynamically to the Haldane effect, which
relates the number of protons released (#H +) with a change in 0 at constant
pH (Equation 4.13). A very large Bohr effect, where O2 affinity decreases sharply
with pH, is often called the Root effect. 25a It is physiologically important for
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fish such as trout, probably in maintaining buoyancy, but its molecular basis in
trout hemoglobin IV remains to be discovered. 25b

(4.13)

The degree of cooperativity can be characterized in a number of ways. By means
of a Hill plot of log (O/(l - 0)) versus log (P(02)), the limiting slopes (which
should be unity) at high O2 pressure and low O2 pressure may be extrapolated
as shown in Figure 4.4B to log «(}/(l 0)) = 0, where 0 = 0.5. Two limiting
values for PI/2(02) are obtained, one characterizing the regime of high partial
pressure of dioxygen, where the O2 affinity is high (for the case illustrated of
positive cooperativity). The other PI/2(02) value characterizes the regime of low
partial pressure of dioxygen, where affinity is relatively low. This difference in
affinities can be converted into a difference between the free-energy change
upon O2 binding in the low-affinity state (K/ ) and the high-affinity state (K/)
[the designations T and R will be described in subsection d]:

- RTIn (K/ /K/). (4.14)

A second way to characterize cooperativity involves fitting the oxygen-binding
data at intermediate saturation (0.2 < 0 < 0.8)-that is, about the inflection
point in a Hill plot-to the Hill equation

or

O/(l - 0)

log (O/(l - 0))

K p pn(02)

-log (P 1/2(02)) + n log (P(02))' (4.15)

The Hill coefficient (n) is an empirical coefficient that has a value of unity for
non-cooperative binding, where Equation (4.15) reduces to the Langmuir iso
therm, Equation (4.12). Any number greater than unity indicates positive coop
erativity. If O2 binding is an all-or-nothing affair, where dioxygen binding sites
are either all occupied or all vacant, n equals the number of subunits in the
molecule. The fit is only approximate, since the Hill plot is only approximately
linear about the inflection point, as may be seen in Figure 4.4B. A more precise
value of n may be obtained by plotting the slope in the Hill plot (n') as a
function

n'
d[log (O/(l - 0))]

d[log (P(02))
(4.16)

of log (P(02)) (Figure 4.4C). The maximum value of n' is taken as the Hill
coefficient n. 9 Note that the maximum in this first-derivative plot of the binding
curve will occur at P \/2(02) only if the Hill plot is symmetric about its inflection
point. For tetrameric hemoglobins, a maximum Hill coefficient of around 3.0 is
seen, and for hemocyanins n may be as high as 9. These values, like PI/2(02)

values, are sensitive to the nature and concentrations of allosteric effectors.
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c. Benefits of Cooperative Ligand Binding In general, oxygen-carrier pro
teins, being oligomeric, coordinate dioxygen cooperatively, whereas oxygen
storage proteins, being monomeric, do not. Oligomerization and cooperative
binding confer enormous physiological benefits to an organism. The first benefit
derives directly from oligomerization. Oxygen carriers either form small oligo
mers that are encapsulated into cells or erythrocytes (such hemoglobins are re
ferred to as intracellular hemoglobins) or associate into large oligomers of 100
or more subunits. Such encapsulation and association reduce by orders of mag
nitude the number of independent particles in the blood, with consequent reduc
tions in the osmotic pressure of the solution and in strain on vascular mem
branes.

The second benefit derives from cooperative binding of ligands and the abil
ities of heterotropic allosteric effectors to optimize exquisitely the oxygen-bind
ing behavior in response to the external and internal environment. The situation
is illustrated in general terms in Figure 4.6. 9 Most organisms that require O2

live in an environment where the activity of Oz corresponds to about 21 percent
of an atmosphere, that is, to about 160 Torr, although usually the effective
availability, because of incomplete exchange of gases in the lungs, for example,
is around 100 Torr. The concentration of Oz in vertebrate tissues at rest is
equivalent to a partial pressure of about 35-40 Torr dioxygen; lower values
obtain at times of exertion. Now consider a noncooperative oxygen binder with
an affinity expressed as Pl/iOz) of 60 Torr (Figure 4.6, curve a). Then, at 100
Torr the fractional saturation () is 0.625. In other words, in a realm of high Oz
availability, only 62.5 percent of the oxygen-binding capacity is used, which is
not particularly efficient if the organism wished to climb Mt. Everest, where the
partial pressure of Oz is less than half that at sea level. In the tissues, where
P(Oz) = 40 Torr, the fractional saturation is about 40 percent. Thus, only about
one third of the coordinated dioxygen is released to the tissues, and total effi-
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Figure 4.6
Physiological benefits of cooperativity and heterotropic allosteric effectors. 9
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ciency is only 22.5 percent. Consider now a noncooperative oxygen carrier with
a much higher affinity, PI/2(02) = 1.0 Torr (Figure 4.6, curve b). If we assume
the same ambient pressure of O2 in the tissues, the fractional saturation is 97.6
percent. Note that at 100 Torr of O2 the carrier is 99.0 percent saturated. In
other word:(>, only about 1.4 percent of the available oxygen is delivered.

With a, oligomeric protein that binds dioxygen cooperatively, the problem
of inefficient and inflexible oxygen delivery disappears. For example, the tetra
meric protein hemoglobin has a mean affinity for O2 of P I /2(02) = 26 Torr at
3TC and pH 7.4. If hemoglobin bound O2 noncooperatively, then the hyber
bolic binding curve (c) in Figure 4.6 would represent the O2 binding. Instead,
the observed binding follows curve (d). Since the partial pressure of dioxygen
in the lungs and arterial blood of vertebrates is around 100 Torr, but in the
tissues and venous blood it is around 40 Torr, then at these pressures a typical
myoglobin (PI/2(02) = 1 Torr) remains effectively saturated. On the other hand,
about 25 percent of the available dioxygen can be delivered, even in the absence
of myoglobin. With venous blood remaining 75 percent oxygenated, hemoglo
bin has substantial capacity to deliver more O2 at times of exertion or stress
when P(02) in the tissues falls below 40 Torr.

The net result is that whole blood, which contains about 15 g of hemoglobin
per 100 mL, can carry the equivalent of 20 mL of O2 (at 760 Torr) per 100 mL,
whereas blood plasma (no hemoglobin) has a carrying capacity of only 0.3 mL
of O2 per 100 mL. 9

Oxygen binding in vivo is modulated by allosteric effectors that through
interaction with the protein change the affinity and degree of cooperativity. For
hemoglobin A (adult human hemoglobin), naturally occurring allosteric effec
tors include the proton, carbon dioxide, and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (2,3-DPG).
Increasing concentrations of these species progressively lower the affinity of
free hemoglobin A, thereby enhancing the release of coordinated O2 (Figure
4.6, curve e). For example, 2,3-DPG is part of a subtle mechanism by which
dioxygen is transferred from mother to fetus across the placenta. The subunits
comprising fetal hemoglobin and adult hemoglobin are slightly different. In the
absence of allosteric effectors (referred to as stripped hemoglobin), the oxygen
binding curves are identical. However, 2,3-DPG binds less strongly to fetal
hemoglobin than to adult hemoglobin. Thus fetal hemoglobin has a slightly higher
affinity for dioxygen, thereby enabling dioxygen to be transferred. The proton
and carbon dioxide are part of a short-term feedback mechanism. When O2

consumption outpaces O2 delivery, glucose is incompletely oxidized to lactic
acid (instead of CO2). The lactic acid produced lowers the pH, and O2 release
from oxyhemoglobin is stimulated (Figure 4.6, curve e). The CO2 produced in
respiration forms carbamates with the amino terminals, preferentially of deoxy
hemoglobin.

R-NH2 + CO2 :;;::=:::: R-NH-COO - + H +

Thus hemoglobin not only delivers O2 but also facilitates removal of CO2 to the
lungs or gills, where CO2 is exhaled.
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d. Models for Cooperativity The binding of Oz to hemoglobin can be de
scribed as four successive equilibria:

Hb + O2
~ Hb(02) P1/2(1)(02) = 123 [46] Torr~

K(2j

Hb(02), + O2 ~ Hb(Od2 P1/2(2)(02) 30 [16] Torr

~
(4.17)

Hb(02b + O2 ~ Hb(02h P1/2(3)(02) 33 [3.3] Torr

Hb(02h + O2
~ Hb(02)4 P,/2(4)(02) = 0.26 [0.29] Torr~

(0.6 mM hemoglobin A, bis(Tris) buffer, pH 7.4, 0.1 M CI-, 2 mM 2,3-DPG, 25°C.
The values in square brackets are affinities in Torr measured in the absence of 2,3
DPG.)

This simple scheme proposed by Adair z6 assumes that each of the four bind
ing sites is identical. The Pl/z(Oz) values given come from fitting the binding
curve to this scheme. 27 When 2,3-DPG is removed, the affinity of hemoglobin
for the first three molecules of Oz is substantially increased, and the degree of
cooperativity is lowered (values in square parentheses). For progressively stronger
binding, the following inequalities, reflecting the proper statistical weighting
illustrated in Figure 4.5, should hold:

~K(I) > AK(Z) > JiK(3) > AK(4)
464 1 (4.18)

The ~ ratio, for example, reflects the six equivalent forms of the doubly and the
four equivalent forms of the triply ligated species. In other words, relative to a
noncooperative system, at low Oz availability dioxygen release is facilitated; at
high 02 availability dioxygen binding is facilitated. The scheme is readily ex
tended to higher orders of oligomerization.

A simple model for analyzing cooperative ligand binding was proposed by
Monod, Wyman, and Changeux in 1965, and is usually referred to as the MWC
two-state concerted model. Z8 Molecules are assumed to be in equilibrium be
tween two conformations or quaternary structures, one that has a low ligand
affinity and a second that has a high ligand affinity. The low-affinity confor
mation is often designated the T or tense state, and the high-affinity conforma
tion the R or relaxed state. The equilibrium between the two conformations is
characterized by the allosteric constant

L o = [Ro]/[To] (4.19)

where the subscript denotes the unliganded Rand T states. The free-energy
change upon binding a ligand to the R state, irrespective of saturation, is as
sumed to be a constant, and the associated equilibrium constant is designated
KR ; a third constant, K T , characterizes binding to the T state. Figure 4.7 illus
trates this model, and introduces the terminology conventionally used. To a
reasonable approximation, the cooperative binding of dioxygen can be summa-
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rized by these three parameters, L o, KR , and KT . The Adair constants may be
expressed in terms of these parameters:

K(I) = (l + LoC)KT K(2) (l + L OC
2)KT

1 + L o 1 + LoC

K(3) (l + L OC 3)KT K(4) (l + L OC 4)KT

1 + L OC 2 1 + L OC 3

where C = KR / KT' The fractional saturation is given as

a(l + a)3 + LoaC(l + aC)3() = -----,---------.,-
(l + a)4 + LoaC(l + aC)4 '

(4.20)

(4.21)

where a = KT[X], and [X] is the concentration of the free ligand (e.g., O2) in
the same units (M or Torr) in which KT is expressed. Figure 4.7B illustrates
how the allosteric parameters, C = KR/K T and L 0 = [Ro]/ [T 0], are extracted
from a plot of saturation (as log [()/(l - ()))) versus partial pressure of dioxygen
(as log [P(02)])' Notice how the two-state model (Figure 4.7B) matches very
closely the form of the binding curve for hemoglobin (Figure 4.4B). Equations
(4.20) and (4.21) may be generalized to an oligomer with n subunits. In the
case of hemoglobin, Perutz and coworkers,1I through the determination of the
crystal structures of a variety of hemoglobin derivatives, have given subse
quently a sound structural basis to the MWC model of two basic quaternary
states (see below).

A more exact treatment of ligand-binding data would allow for different
affinities for different binding sites (called subunit heterogeneity) and different
intrinsic affinities for ligand binding to the R-state conformation compared with
the T-state conformation, for each level of ligand saturation-that is, for tertiary
structure change within subunits upon ligation. This more exact treatment re
quires 25 separate equilibrium constants. Statistical thermodynamical ap
proaches exist. 29 These explicitly incorporate the different types of subunit in
teractions that structural studies have revealed, and give improved fits to oxygen
binding data and to the Bohr effect. The key element of two basic quaternary
states is preserved, at least for dioxygen binding. 29b

For some modified hemoglobins, for example [a-Fe(II)h[j3-Mn(III)h, where
in the j3 subunits the heme iron is replaced by Mn(III) , there is now strong
evidence for three quaternary states,29c with the singly and several of the doubly
ligated species having an energy state intermediate between the T (unliganded)
and R (fully, triply, and the other doubly liganded) states.

2. Kinetic factors

It is of little benefit to the organism if its dioxygen carrier, such as hemo
globin, binds and releases O2 at such slow rates that O2 is not delivered faster
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than it would be by simple diffusive processes. Thus, a binding rate within a
couple of orders of magnitude of the rate of diffusion, together with the high
carrying capacity of O2 that high concentrations of oxygen carrier enable (noted
earlier), and a pumping system ensure adequate O2 supplies under all but the
most physiologically stressful conditions.

Whereas measurements of equilibrium give little or no molecular informa
tion, rather more molecular information may be inferred from kinetic data. The
processes of binding and release can be examined by a variety of techniques,
with timescales down to the picosecond range. The temperature behavior of the
rates gives information on the heights of energy barriers that are encountered as
dioxygen molecules arrive at or depart from the binding site. The quantitative
interpretation of kinetic data generally requires a molecular model of some sort.
It is because of this multibarrier pathway that the equilibrium constant measured
as kIlL 1 (Equation 4.5) may differ substantially from the thermodynamically
measured value (Equation 4.3).

The simple Adair scheme outlined above is readily adapted to cater to ki
netic data.

3. Dioxygen reactions

Most biological conversions involving dioxygen require enzymatic catalysis.
It is reasonable then that metals found in the proteins involved in the transport
and storage of O2 also frequently appear, with minor modification of ligands, in
enzymes that incorporate oxygen from dioxygen into some substrate. Dioxygen,
in this case, is not only coordinated, but also activated and made available to
the substrate. In the family of proteins with heme groups, hemoglobin is a diox
ygen carrier and cytochrome P-450 is an oxygenase. A similar differentiation in
function is also found for hemocyanin and tyrosinase from the family of proteins
with a dinuclear copper complex at the active site. Note that not all enzymes
that mediate the incorporation of oxygen from O2 into some substrate coordinate
and activate dioxygen. For example, lipoxygenase probably catalyzes the con
version of a 1,4-diene to a 1,3-diene-4-hydroxyperoxy species by activation of
the organic substrate. The active site does not resemble that of any known oxy
gen-carrier protein. This topic is discussed more fully in Chapter 5.

B. Biological Oxygen Carriers

As noted earlier, three solutions to the problem of dioxygen transport have evolved:
hemoglobin (Hb), hemocyanin (Hc), and hemerythrin (Hr). Their remarkable
distribution over plant and animal kingdoms is shown in Figure 4.8. 15 The
hemoglobins and myoglobins found in plants, snails, and vertebrates all appear
to share a common, very ancient ancestor. There is some evidence now for a
common ancestral hemocyanin. 42c The appearance of hemerythrin in a few an
nelid worms is an evolutionary curiosity. These few words and the diagram will
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Figure 4.8
Phylogenetic distribution of oxygen-carrier proteins: Hb, hemoglobin; Mb, myoglobin; Er, ery
throcruorin; Ch, chlorocruorin; He, hemocyanin; Hr, hemerythrin. 15a Reproduced with permis
sion from K. E. van Holde and K. I. Miller, Quart. Rev. Biophys. 15 (1982), 1-129.

suffice to give some hints about how respiratory proteins evolved, a subject that
is outside the scope of this book.

1. The hemoglobin family

Hemoglobins are the most evolutionarily diverse family of dioxygen car
riers. They are found in some plants (e.g., leghemoglobin in the nitrogen-fixing
nodules of legumes), many invertebrates (including some insect larvae), crusta
ceans, molluscs (especially bivalves and snails), almost all annelid worms, and
in all vertebrates with one possible exception, the Antarctic fish Cyclostomata.

With few exceptions the monomeric and oligomeric hemoglobins all share
a basically similar building block: a single heme group is embedded in a folded
polypeptide with a molecular weight of about 16 kDa (see Figure 4.2), and is
anchored to the protein by coordination of the iron center to an imidazole ligand
from a histidine residue. Mammalian myoglobin is often taken as the archetyp
ical myoglobin (see Table 4.1). Sperm whale, bovine, or equine myoglobin are
specific examples; the muscle tissue from which they may be extracted is more
available than that from Homo sapiens. The archetypical oligomeric hemoglobin
that shows cooperative binding of O2 is the tetrameric hemoglobin A. It is read-
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ily available from the blood of human donors. * In some invertebrate hemoglo
bins, especially those of annelids, aggregates may contain as many as 192 bind
ing sites, to give a molecular weight of about 3 x 10 6 Dalton. These and other
high-molecular-weight hemoglobins of arthropods are often referred to as ery
throcruorins (Er). In a few annelid worms, the otherwise ubiquitous heme b or
protoheme is replaced by chloroheme (see Figure 4.2) to give chlorocruorins
(Ch), which tum green upon oxygenation (chloros, Greek for green). Some
organisms, for example the clam Scapharca equivalvis, feature a dimeric hemo
globin.

The only known anomalous hemoglobin is Hb Ascaris, which comes from
a parasitic nematode found in the guts of pigs. It has a molecular weight of
about 39 kDa per heme; this value is not a multiple of the myoglobin building
block. 31 Moreover, presumably in response to the low availability of O2 in pigs'
guts, Hb Ascaris has an extraordinarily high affinity for dioxygen, in large part
owing to an extremely slow rate of dioxygen release. 32 Leghemoglobin is an
other carrier with a high affinity for dioxygen, in this case because of a high
rate of O2 binding. Since O2 is a poison for the nitrogenase enzyme, yet the
nodules also require dioxygen, diffusion of O2 is facilitated, but the concentra
tion of free dioxygen in the vicinity of nitrogen-fixing sites is minimized. 33

Kinetic and thermodynamic data for dioxygen binding and release from a
variety of hemoglobins are summarized in Table 4.2. 9,10,3I.34-36 Notice that for
the hemoglobin tetramer, which comprises two pairs of slightly dissimilar sub
units, the a and {3 chains bind O2 with significantly different affinities and rate
constants, especially in the T state. Isolated chains behave like monomeric
vertebrate hemoglobins, such as whale myoglobin, which have affinities close
to those of R-state hemoglobin. The chlorocruorins have a low affinity compared
to other erythrocruorins. Especially for proteins that bind O2 cooperatively, a
range of values is specified, since affinities and rates are sensitive to pH, ionic
strength, specific anions and cations (allosteric effectors), and laboratory. For
example, as we noted above, the O2 affinity of hemoglobin A is sensitive to the
concentration of 2,3-DPG and to pH (Bohr effect). Trout hemoglobin I is insen
sitive to these species, whereas a second component of trout blood, trout hemo
globin IV, is so sensitive to pH (Root effect) that at pH < 7 trout hemoglobin
IV is only partially saturated at P(02) = 160 Torr. 4 Note that O2 affinities span
five orders of magnitude. Since heme catabolism produces carbon monoxide,
and since in some environments CO is readily available exogenously, selected
data for CO binding are also presented.

2. The hemocyanin family

Hemocyanins (Hc), the copper-containing dioxygen carriers, are distributed
erratically in two large phyla, Mollusca (for example, octopi and snails) and

* Blood from human donors is also a source for a variety of abnonnal hemoglobins, the most famous of
which is HbS, the hemoglobin giving rise to sickle-cell anemia, It was Pauling and coworkers 30 who first
found that HbS differs from HbA through the single substitution of valine for glutamic acid in each of two of
the four subunits comprising Hb, Sickle-cell anemia was the first condition to be denoted a "molecular
disease. "



Table 4.2
Thermodynamics and kinetics of ligand binding to biological oxygen carriers (at 20-25°C and buffered at pH 6.5-8.5).

Dioxygen binding Carbon-monoxide binding

P1/2(02) !ill !:J.S kon koff PI/2(CO) !:J.H !:J.S kon kotf

Carrier Torr kcallmol eu J1.M I S-l S I Torr kcallmol eu J1.M I s I S - I

Hemoglobins
Hb Ascaris 0.0047 1.5 0.0041 0.063 0.21 0.018
Leg Hb 0.047 - 18.9 156. I. 0.00074 - 13.5 0.012
whale Mb 0.51 -14.9 14. 12. 0.018 -13.5 0.51 0.019
Whale Mb 140. 1600. -
(E7His ---i> Gly)

HbA }a 0.74 - 14.2 -21. 50. 28. 0.0025 4.0 0.013
isolated chains f3 0.42 -16.9 -29. 60. 16. 0.0016 - 4.5 0.008
HbA R achain 29. 10. - 3.2 0.005

0.15-1.5 -18. -30.
100. 21.

0.001-0.004
0.009f3 chain 9.8

HbA R aE7His~Gly 220. 620. 19. 0.007

f3E7His~Gly 100. 3. 5.0 0.013
HbA T achain

9-160 12. -35.
2.9 183.

0.10-2.8 0.099 0.09
f3 chain 11.8 2500.

Chironimus Mb 0.40 300. 218. 0.0019 - 27. 0.095
Glycera Mb 5.2 190. 1800. 0.00089 27. 0.042
Aplysia Mb 2.7 -13.6 15. 70. 0.013 0.49 0.02
Spirograph is 16-78 4.5
chlorocruorin



CO binding noncooperative since not measurable

-6.0 -2.7 4.1
CO binding noncooperative

Hemocyanins a

Molluscan Hc
Helix pomatia R
Helix pomatia T
Levantina
hierosohimia R
Levantina
hierosohimia T
Arthropod Hc
Panulirus
interruptus R b

P. interruptus
monomer
Leirus quinques
tris R

Leirus quinques
tris T

2.7 -11.5 -12.6 3.8 10.
55. -15.4 - 31.1 1.3 300.

3.8 7.5 -1.8

18. +3.1 +31.

1.0 31. 60.

9.3 57. 100.

1.7 -7.4 O.

117. +3.1 +27.

10.

720.

-13.5 -24. 0.66 70.

8100.

Hemerythrins
Phascolopsis
gouldii

Themiste zosteri
cola 8-mer
T. zostericola
monomer

2.0

6.0

2.2

- 12.4 - 18. 7.4

7.5

78.

56.

82.

315.

not known to bind CO

ex>
--.J

Solubility of O2 in water: 1.86 x 10 .. 6 M/Torr
Solubility of CO in water: 1.36 x 10 -6 M/Torr
a 10 mM Ca 2 + added: necessary for cooperativity.
b CO binding at pH 9.6.
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Arthropoda (for example, lobsters and scorpions). The functional form of hem
ocyanin consists of large assemblies of subunits. 14,15,37 In the mollusc family
the subunit has a molecular weight of about 50 kDa and contains two copper
atoms. From electron-microscopic observations, hemocyanin molecules are cy
lindrical assemblies about 190 or 380 A long and 350 A in diameter comprising
10 or 20 subunits, respectively, for a molecular weight as high as 9 x 10 6

Dalton. In the arthropod family, the subunit has a molecular weight of about 70
kDa with two copper atoms. Molecular aggregates are composed of 6, 12, 24,
or 48 subunits. Upon oxygenation the colorless protein becomes blue (hence
cyanin from cyanos, Greek for blue). Spectral changes upon oxygenation, oxy
gen affinities, kinetics of oxygen binding (Table 4.2),4.5,14,15,38 anion binding,
and other chemical reactions show that the active site in the phylum Arthropoda
and that in Mollusca, although both containing a pair of copper atoms, are not
identical. 4, 14

No monomeric hemocyanins, analogous to myoglobin and myohemerythrin
(next section), are known. For some hemocyanins the binding of dioxygen is
highly cooperative, if calcium or magnesium ions are present, with Hill coeffi
cients as high as n ~ 9. However, the free energy of interaction per subunit can
be small in comparison with that for tetrameric hemoglobin; 0.9 to 2.5 kcallmol
compared to 3.0 kcallmol. Allosteric effects, at least for a 24-subunit tarantula
hemocyanin, can be separated into those within a dodecamer (12 subunits)-the
major contributor to overall allostery-and those between dodecamers. 39c This
has been termed nested allostery. In contrast to the hemoglobin family, isolated
chains have affinities typical of the T-state conformation for hemocyanin. The
binding of CO, which binds to only one copper atom, is at best weakly coop
erative. 39

As alluded to above, the distribution of hemocyanins is striking, Among the
molluscs exclusive use of hemocyanin as the respiratory protein occurs only
with the cephalopods (squid, octopi, and cuttlefish), and in the arthropods only
among the decapod (ten-footed) crustaceans (lobsters, shrimp, and crabs). The
bivalve molluscs (for example, oysters and scallops) all use small dimeric or
octameric hemoglobins. The edible gastropod (snail) Helix pomatia uses hemo
cyanin, whereas the apparently closely related fresh-water snail Planorbis uses
a high-oligomer hemoglobin. Both use a myoglobin as the oxygen-storage pro
tein. The structure of the active site has been extensively probed by EXAFS
methods,40,41 and the x-ray crystal structure of a hexameric deoxyhemocyanin
is known. 42 Each copper atom is coordinated to three imidazole groups from
histidine residues. The pinwheel arrangement of the six subunits, the domain
structure of a single subunit, and the domain containing the active site are shown
in Figure 4.9.

3. The hemerythrin family

The biological occurrence of hemerythrins (Hr in Figure 4.8), the third class
of dioxygen carriers, is relatively rare, being restricted to the sipunculid family
(nonsegmented worms), a few members of the annelid (segmented worm) fam-
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Figure 4.9
Diagram of the structure of deoxyhemocyanin from Panulirus interruptus at 3.2 Aresolution: 42c

(A) The hexameric arrangement of subunits; (B) The domain structure of one subunit; (C) The
tertiary structure of domain 2, which contains the pair of copper atoms: a-helices are repre
sented by cylinders; f3-strands by arrows, and copper atoms by diamonds; (D) The active site
and its histidine ligands. Reproduced with permission from B. Linzen, Science 229 (1985),
519-524.

ily, a couple of brachiopods (shrimps), and a couple of priapulids. The oxygen
binding site contains, like hemocyanin, a pair of metal atoms, in this case, iron.
Upon oxygenation the colorless protein becomes purple-red. Monomeric (myo
hemerythrin), trimeric, and octameric forms of hemerythrin are known; all ap
pear to be based on a similar subunit of about 13.5 kDa. When hemerythrin is
extracted from the organism, its oxygen binding is at best only weakly cooper
ative, with Hill coefficients in the range 1.1 to 2.1. 18 In coelomic cells (the
tissue between the inner membrane lining the digestive tract and the outer mem
brane of the worm-analogous to flesh in vertebrates), oxygen apparently binds
with higher cooperativity (n ~ 2.5).43 Perchlorate ions have been observed to
induce cooperativity: since CI04 - has no biological role, it appears that in pro
tein purifications the biological allosteric effector is lost. No Bohr effect occurs.
Dioxygen binding data are accumulated in Table 4.2. 36,44
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The structure of hemerythrin in a variety of derivatives (oxy, azido, met,
and deoxy) is now well-characterized. With three bridging ligands, a distinctive
cofacial bioctahedral stereochemistry is seen (Figure 4.10).45-48

o A

(A)

Figure 4.10
Structure of hemerythrin: (A) The tertiary structure of octameric hemerythrin46b with four (X

helices (A, B, C, D) of one of the eight subunits. The filled half-circles denote anion binding
sites (e.g., CI04 -); the filled circle the Fe2 site; and the cross-hatched oval the N3 - and SCN
binding sites (FeIIlh and the O2 binding sites (Fellh. Reproduced with permission from R. E.
Stenkamp, L. C. Sieker, and L. H. Jensen, J. Mol. Bioi. 126 (1978), 457-466. (B) The struc
ture of the active site of metazidomyohemerythrin,48 showing the cofacial bioctahedral stereo
chemistry. The structure of oxyhemerythrin is very similar, including the orientations of the
(H)0211Iigand.45 Reproduced with permission from S. Sheriff, W. A. Hendrickson, and J. L.
Smith, 1. Mol. Bioi. 197 (1987), 273-296.
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C. Hazards of Life with Dioxygen

The binding of dioxygen is normally a reversible process:

(4.22)

Under some circumstances, such as in the presence of added nucleophiles and
protons, coordinated dioxygen is displaced as the superoxide anion radical,
O2 -', leaving the metal center oxidized by one electron and unreactive to diox
ygen: 49,50

(4.23)

For hemoglobin there exists a flavoprotein reductase system, comprising a re
duced pyridine nucleotide (e.g., NADH), cytochrome b5 reductase, and cyto
chrome b5 , that reduces the ferric iron back to the ferrous state, so that it may
coordinate dioxygen again. 1,51 In addition, all aerobically respiring organisms
and many air-tolerant anaerobes contain a protein, superoxide dismutase, that
very efficiently catalyzes the dismutation of superoxide ion to dioxygen and
hydrogen peroxide: 52-54

(4.24)

However, the physiological effects of the superoxide moiety remain controver
sial. 53,54 Finally, there is a third enzyme, the hemoprotein catalase, that converts
the toxic hydrogen peroxide into water and dioxygen: I

(4.25)

This topic is discussed further in Chapter 5.

II. SELECTED CHEMISTRY OF DIOXYGEN, IRON, COPPER,
AND COBALT

Dioxygen is a powerful oxidant, capable of oxidizing all but the noble metals
and of converting many low-valent metal complexes to higher-valent states. As
will be detailed in this section, the binding of dioxygen to metals is most use
fully considered as an oxidative addition process. The nature of the interaction
is determined by the metal, its oxidation state, and its ligands that modulate the
redox properties of the metal center. In biological and nonbiological oxygen
carriers, several factors allow reversible binding of O2 to occur, even though
this process is metastable with respect to (irreversible) oxidation of the metal,
or its ligands, or other species that may be present. Later in this section the
bioinorganic chemistry of iron, copper, and cobalt is described. For a wider
perspective on the coordination chemistry of these metals, see comprehensive
texts on inorganic chemistry. 56-58
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Many techniques have been used to probe the metal-dioxygen moiety. A
summary of these techniques, key concepts, and results is presented in Table
4.3. 59- 61 UV-visible spectroscopy usually characterizes the oxidation state of the
metal and in favorable cases the number, geometry, and ligand field strength of
ligands. The 0-0 and M-O stretching modes may be investigated with in
frared spectroscopy, provided that the complex is not a centrosymmetric dimer,
for then the 0-0 stretch for the JL-dioxygen species is infrared-inactive. Res
onance Raman techniques complement infrared spectroscopy. Not only are the
selection rules different in Raman spectroscopy, but a suitable choice of the
irradiating wavelength (to coincide approximately with an M-L electronic tran
sition) can amplify those vibrational modes that are coupled, or in resonance,
with the electronic transition. This technique is particularly suited as a probe of
the metal-ligand environment of metalloproteins, since the many solely protein
vibrational modes disappear into background noise. Geometric information on
the orientation of the CO moiety with respect to the heme normal has been
obtained by examining polarization behavior of infrared bands following pho
tolysis of the Fe-CO bond by linearly polarized light.

Spin and oxidation states of mononuclear iron-porphyrin systems may be
assigned directly from magnetic susceptibility measurements and indirectly from
Mossbauer spectroscopy. Variable temperature susceptibility measurements are
particularly useful for detecting dinuclear systems that share at least one ligand
in common if there is antiferromagnetic (or ferromagnetic) coupling of the elec
tron spin of one metal center with that of a second.

Definitive characterization of the stereochemistry is usually provided by x
ray diffraction data when single crystals are available. In general, the level of
resolution and precision available from protein crystal structures leads to tanta
lizing uncertainties over the geometry of the M-02 species and of the struc
tural changes occurring on oxygenation that are the origin of cooperativity. Pre
cise structural data are more readily obtained from small-molecule model systems.
The relevance of these to biological systems is established through congruence
of spectroscopic and functional properties. X-ray diffraction techniques also pro
vide important information on the environment beyond the immediate surround
ings of the metal center: this information is usually unobtainable from other
techniques, although recent developments in two-dimensional NMR spectros
copy can provide this information for diamagnetic systems. Limited information
may be obtained with the use of spin labels or, if the metal center is paramag
netic, with EPR techniques.

Two other techniques that selectively probe the immediate environment of
the metal center are EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) 60 and
XANES (X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure). 61 The former may yield in
formation on the number and type of bonded atoms and their radial separation
from the metal center. The latter technique may reveal the oxidation state and,
in principle, may yield geometric information, although in its present state of
development some interpretations are contentious. Both techniques have the ad-
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Table 4.3
Techniques used to probe the active sites of oxygen carriers.

Technique Abbrev. Description of technique Description of results

Nuclear NMR Quantized orientation of nuclear Identification of histidine by deuter-
magnetic spin in a magnetic field. Energy ium exchange (N-H vs. N-D) at
resonance separations sampled with radio- or near metal, especially if paramag-

frequency radiation. netic.
Electron EPR Quantized orientation of elec- Location of unpaired electron density
paramagnetic tron spin in a magnetic field. from hyperfine splitting by metals or
resonance Energy separations sampled atoms with nuclear spin.

with X- or Q-band microwave
radiation.

Magnetic Strength of interaction of sam- Identification of spin state, spin-
susceptibility pIe with magnetic field. Solid equilibria, and spin coupling (ferro-

state or solution state by Evans' or antiferromagnetic); identification
NMR method. of FellI-O-FellI moiety.

Infrared IR Vibrational modes involving Classification of 0-0 moiety (su-
spectroscopy change in dipole moment. peroxo vs. peroxo). Identification of

v (M-O) and v(M-O-M)
modes, etc.

Raman and R,RR Vibrational modes involving a Complementary to IR. v(0-0) and
resonance change in polarizability. For v(M-O) especially in metallo-
Raman RR enhancement of modes cou- proteins. In porphyrins, oxidation

pled with electronic transition and spin state.
excited by laser light source.

UV-visible UV-Vis Valence electron transitions. Electronic state of metal from d-d
spectroscopy transitions. Identification of unusual

ligands, e.g., Cu(II}-SR,
FellI-OPh, FellI-O-FellI . Single
crystals and polarized light give geo-
metrical information.

X-ray XPS Inner-shell electron transitions. Oxidation state of metal.
photoelectron (ESCA)
spectroscopy
Mossbauer Excitation of nuclear spin by y Oxidation and spin state. Antifer-
spectroscopy rays. romagnetic coupling (Fe only).
X-ray single- Fourier transform of diffraction Precise three-dimensional structure,
crystal dif- data reveals location of electron bond distances and angles for small
fraction density. molecules. Lower resolution and

precision for proteins.
Extended EXAFS Backscattering of x-rays pro- Number, type, and radial distance of
x-ray absorp- duces interference fringes on ligand donor atoms bonded to the
tion fine absorption curve at energies metal.
structure just greater than metal absorp-

tion edge (Kf3 transition)
X-ray XANES Similar to EXAFS except that As for EXAFS. May give geometric
absorption absorption is monitored at ener- information.
near-edge gies near and below the absorp-
structure tion edge.
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vantage of not requiring crystalline material. The structural information is more
reliable if definitive model systems are available for comparison.

X-ray (and, less frequently, neutron) diffraction techniques on single crys
tals give absolute structural information* and thus provide the basis for interpre
tation of data obtained from these other techniques that yield relative structural
information.

A. General Aspects of the Chemistry of Dioxygen

1. Redox chemistry of free molecular dioxygen

Dioxygen has a rich redox chemistry that is not explicitly exploited in the
oxygen carriers, but which is central to enzymes that coordinate and activate
dioxygen for subsequent reaction with a substrate. On reduction of dioxygen by
one electron, the superoxide anion radical O2 -. is formed. Concomitant with a
reduction in bond order from 2.0 to 1.5 is an increase in bond length from 1.21
to 1. 30 A. A second reduction step produces the peroxide anion 0 2

2 -; the bond
order is one, and the 0-0 separation is 1.49 A. Each of these reduced spe
cies, O2 -. and 0/-, has a characteristic 0-0 stretching vibration in the in
frared region. The free-energy changes and electrochemical potentials for the
reduction of dioxygen at unit activity, pH = 1 (EO), are different from those at
pH 7.0 (EO'), as shown in Figure 4.11. 58 •62 The values at pH 7.0 are more
relevant to physiological conditions. Note that the superoxide anion may func
tion as either an oxidant or a reductant.

o

2.5

(1.77)
1.36

(1.23)
0.82

(-0.32)
-0.73

o
I'. Go'
kcal/mol

-50

Figure 4.11
Free-energy changes in the aqueous redox chemistry of dioxygen. Standard state P(02) = 1.
Electrode potentials are at pH 7; those in parentheses are at unit activity.

* In favorable situations, sophisticated NMR techniques have been applied successfully to detennine the
polypeptide folding (e.g., in metallothionein).55
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2. Geometry and electronic structure of coordinated dioxygen

In coordinating to metals, dioxygen shows a great variety of geometries and
two formal oxidation states. Many complexes have v(O-O) values in the range
740 to 930 cm -1, and, where known, an 0-0 separation in the range lAO to
1.50 A. By analogy with the peroxide anion, these species are designated per
oxo, OZl1-. Similarly, the designation superoxo OzI- is applied to those com
plexes where v(O-O) values are in the range 1075 to 1200 cm -1, and the
0-0 separation is around 1. 30 A.63 Although such 0-0 separations and
vibrations are consistent with coordinated peroxide or superoxide moieties, the
net amount of charge transferred onto the dioxygen ligand from the metal and
its other ligands is difficult to measure experimentally and is probably variable.
Thus the oxidation state of the dioxygen ligand and that of the metal are best
considered in a formal sense rather than literally-hence the use of the termi
nology OZI to indicate oxidation state I for the Oz moiety as a unit (not each
o atom). Because of the high degree of covalency in the M-O bond, a more
sensible comparison, at least for the peroxo class of compounds, is with organic
peroxides, ROOH or ROOR. The clear separation of coordinated dioxygen into
either the superoxo or the peroxo class is shown in Figure 4.12. 63

-
66 Only those

compounds for which both stretching frequencies (v(O-O» and 0-0 sepa
rations (r (0-0» are available are shown; for the purpose of the plot, non
coordinated anions and cations, replacement of ethylenendiamine by two am
monia ligands, and replacement of triphenylphosphine by alkylphenylphosphines
are assumed not to perturb significantly v(O-O) or r(O-O).
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Figure 4.12
Scatter diagram showing the distribution of ° ° stretching frequencies and separations in
ionic superoxides and peroxides (6) and in coordination compounds. An open circle denotes O2

coordinated to one metal; a filled circle denotes O2 bridging two metals. The °- ° stretching
frequencies of oxyhemoglobin, oxyhemocyanin, and oxyhemerythrin are marked by dashed
lines.
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(a) superoxo
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Figure 4.13
Modes of attachment of O2 to metals. P, N, and °denote phosphine,
amine, and oxygen ligands, respectively.

At least seven different geometries have been observed for the coordination
of dioxygen (Figure 4.13),63-66 only three or four of which are currently known

o
to be biologically relevant-the superoxo M - 0/ (for oxyhemoglobin), the

/0 /0

1

",

peroxo M ~ /M or M M (for oxyhemocyanin), and the hydrope-
o "'0/

roxo M_O_M/
OOH

(for oxyhemerythrin). The geometry is a function of
the metal, its oxidation state, and its ligands. For the late transition metals of
the cobalt and nickel triads, with soft 1T-acid ligands, such as phosphines and
carbonyls, and with an initially low oxidation state of the metal, triangular co
ordination of a peroxo species with covalent M-02 bonds is common. 63 Con-
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comitant with the formal reduction of dioxygen, the metal center undergoes a
formal two-electron oxidation:

/0
M n+ O

2
----+ Mn+ II \ 11-

"'0
(4.26)

In this example, where the metal has undergone, at least formally, a two-elec
tron oxidation, the UV-visible properties of the metal-dioxygen complex tend to
resemble those of bona fide Mn +11 rather than Mn species.

Early transition metals (Ti, V, Cr triads) often coordinate several peroxo
species, leaving the metal in formally a very high oxidati~n state (e.g., Cr(02)4 3

-,

a Cr v ion). 63 The M-02 links have more ionic chadcter, with the 1]-peroxo
groups acting as bidentate ligands. Titanium and molybdenum(II) porphyrins
bind, respectively, one and two dioxygen molecules in this manner. 65

With harder u-donor ligand systems, such as those containing nitrogen and
oxygen donors, and the metal center in a normal oxidation state, a formal one
electron reduction to an end-on coordinated superoxo species occurs with a bent

o
M-O/ bond. Metal-dioxygen species can also be formed by adding the
superoxide anion to the oxidized species: 64

0 '-
/

M n+ 02 ----+ M n+1 -0 +----- M n+1 + O2 - (4.27)

In the absence of steric constraints, dimerization to a (bridging) fL-peroxo spe
cies frequently occurs, especially for cobalt-dioxygen complexes:

0 '
/

CO III - ° + Co II ----+ Co III

O-CO" 1

";/

° (4.28)

There are several neutral dicobalt species formulated as fL-peroxo systems that
contain Schiff-base ligands, and for which the 0-0 separation is anomalously
short (e.g., 1.31(2) and 1.338(6) A).66 Few infrared or Raman data for v(O-O)
are available to check whether these compounds, as a result of their delocalized
Co-Schiff base system and their neutrality, fall between the superoxo and per
oxo classes. The isolated circle in Figure 4.12 is one such example.

These dicobalt species (right-hand side of Equation 4.28) may be oxidized
by one electron to give a fL-superoxo moiety. A clear shortening of the 0-0
bond and concomitant increase in the value of v(O-O) are observed in several
superoxo-peroxo pairs. These and other modes of O2 attachment are illustrated
in Figure 4.13. Some geometries are represented by only one or two examples,
and some geometries, for example, a linear M-O-O species, have never
been observed.
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In binding to metals, Oz effectively functions both as a 1T acid, accepting
into its 1T* orbitals electron density from the filled d orbitals of the metal, and
as a a donor, donating electron density into an empty metal d orbital. Thus
other a donor or 1T acceptor ligands, such as nitric oxide (NO), alkyl isocyan
ides (R-NC), alkyl nitroso (R-NO), and carbon monoxide (CO), are often
observed to bind to the same metal complexes that bind Oz. The nature of the
metal-dioxygen linkage in biological oxygen carriers and their models will be
examined in more detail later.

B. General Aspects of the Chemistry of Iron

1. Irreversible oxidation

In the presence of dioxygen, iron(II) species are readily oxidized to iron(III)
species. In the presence of water, iron(III) species frequently associate into J.L
oxodiiron(III) dimers. For iron(II)-porphyrin complexes this process may take
only milliseconds at room temperature. The following mechanism was proposed
in 1968 for the irreversible oxidation of iron(II)-porphyrinato species; 67,68 sub
sequent work has largely confirmed it. 69-7]

Fe" + O2 ( ) Fe"'-02' (4.29a)
Fe '''-02 ' + Fell ( ) Fe" l - 0 2"--Fe"l (4.29b)
Fe"I-02"···-Fe lll ~ 2Fe IV =O (4,29c)

Fe'V=O + Fell ~ Fe"'-O-Fe'" (4.29d)

In particular, the dimerization reaction (4.29b) may be rendered less favorable
by low temperatures « - 40°C) or by sterically preventing the bimolecular
contact of an FeIlI-OzI - moiety with an Fel! moiety. In the latter case, steri
cally bulky substituents on the equatorial ligand surround the coordinated O2

ligand and the other axial position, trans to the coordinated dioxygen ligand, is
protected with a nitrogenous base, such as imidazole, or with additional bulky
substituents on the equatorial ligand (Figure 4.14).72 The protein effectively pro
vides such protection and thus plays a key role in preventing the bimolecular
contact of two hemes. The first observation of reversible binding of dioxygen
to an iron(II)-porphyrin in the absence of protein was made in 1958. 73 In that
pioneering study, a heme group was immobilized on a polymer support specially
modified to contain imidazole functions. The structurally characterizable hemo
globin or myoglobin species was replaced by a noncrystalline structurally un
characterized polymer.

Why does this irreversible oxidation not occur analogously for cobalt sys
tems? Step (4.29c) involves cleavage of the 0-0 bond, which in HzOz has a
bond energy of 34.3 kcal/mol or in NazOz of 48.4 kcal/mol. By way of com
parison, for O2 the bond energy is 117.2 and for HOz' it is 55.5 kcallmol. 64 A
simple molecular orbital picture gives insight into why an Fe IV =0 species is
stabilized relative to the analogous Co IV =0 species. 74 From Figure 4.15 we
see that for metals with electronic configuration dn

, where n ::'S 5, no electrons
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Stylized representation of steric hindrances preventing irreversible oxidation.
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Orbital scheme showing the differing stabilities of M-O species,
M = Co(d 6

), Fe(d 5
); a--bonding of 2pz with 3dz' not shown. 74

occupy the antibonding orbital 7T* for Fe III_O I -. or Fe IV = 0 moieties. For
Co III (d 6) the extra electron goes into the antibonding orbital 7T*. As predicted
by the model, Mn III is observed indeed to behave like Fe III .

A second oxidation pathway does not require the bimolecular contact of two
iron(II)-porphyrins. Coordinated dioxygen may be released not as O2, as in nor
mal dioxygen transport, but, as noted in Section I.C, as a superoxide radical
anion O2 - . in a process called autoxidation:

(4.30)

This process is assisted by the presence of other nucleophiles that are stronger
than the superoxide anion, such as chloride, and by protons that stabilize the
O2 . anion as HO~:

(4.31)
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The formation of methemoglobin occurs in vivo, probably by the above mech
anism, at the rate of ~ 3 percent of total hemoglobin per day.

If exogenous reductants are present, then further reduction of dioxygen can
occur:

(4.32)

Such processes are important, for example, in the cytochrome PA50 system.
With suitably small reductants, oxygenase activity also has been observed for
hemoglobin A. This has led to the characterization of hemoglobin as a "frus
trated oxidase." 75 Note the formal similarity between this process (Equation
4.32) and the bimolecular irreversible oxidation of iron(II) porphyrins: the sec
ond Fe(II) complex in Reaction (4.29b) functions like the electron in Reaction
(4.32).

2. Spectroscopy of the Feill-O-Fe ill moiety

The end products of the irreversible bimolecular oxidation of Fe II species
contain the Fe1lI-0-Fe III fragment. Given the facile formation of fL-oxodi
iron(III) species, it is not surprising that the Fe-O-Fe motif is incorporated
into a variety of metalloproteins, including the oxygen-carrier hemerythrin (Fig
ure 4.10),16-18 the hydrolase purple acid phosphatase,76 the oxidoreductases ri
bonucleotide reductase 77 and methane monoxygenase,78 an iron-sulfur protein
rubrerythrin,79a and the iron-transport protein ferritin. 79b In ferritin higher-order
oligomers are formed.

This fL-oxodiiron(III) moiety has a distinctive fingerprint that has made it
easy to identify this motif in proteins. 80 Regardless of the number (4, 5, 6, or
7), geometry (tetrahedral, square pyramidal, tetragonally distorted octahedral,
or pentagonal bipyramidal), and type of ligands (halide, RO -, RCOO , ali
phatic N, or aromatic N) around the iron center, and of the Fe-O-Fe angle,
the magnetic susceptibility at room temperature lies in the range 1.5 to 2.0 Bohr
magnetons per Felll-O-Fe lll group, equivalent to about one unpaired elec
tron. 81 ,82 In other words, the high-spin (5 = -r) iron centers are strongly anti
ferromagnetically coupled. Other bridging groups, such as OH -, Cl -, carbox
ylate, alkoxide, or phenoxide, give very weak coupling. 83-86

The asymmetric Fe-O stretch, vas(Fe-O), lies in the range 730 to
880 cm - 1; in multiply bridged complexes this mode is weak in the infrared
region. The symmetric vibration, vs(Fe-O), forbidden in the infrared region
for linear, symmetric Fe-O-Fe groups, occurs in the range 360 to 545 cm -I.

The symmetric mode is usually,87a but not always,87b observed by resonance
Raman techniques upon irradiating on the low-energy side of the Fe-O charge
transfer band that occurs at about 350 nm.

Few dinuclear iron(II) complexes are known where the ligands approxi
mately resemble those believed or known to occur in the family of fL-oxodi
iron(III) proteins. 88 The dioxygen-binding process in hemerythrin has no close
nonbiological analogue. Although spectroscopically similar to oxyhemerythrin,
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the unstable monomeric purple peroxo complex formed by the addition of hy
drogen peroxide to basic aqueous Fe III(EDTA) solutions remains structurally
uncharacterized. 89 ,90

3. Oxidation and spin states of iron porphyrins

Iron porphyrins, the active sites of the hemoglobin family, have a rich mag
netochemistry.91 Iron porphyrins may be octahedral (two axial ligands), square
pyramidal (one axial ligand), or square planar (no axial ligand). The metal d
orbitals, now having partial porphyrin 7T* character, are split, as shown in Fig
ure 4.16. The radius of the metal atom is much greater when it is high spin
(5 = 2 for Fe II, 5 = -r for Fe 1II) than when it is low spin (5 = 0 for Fe II,
5 = t for Fe III). This difference influences Fe-Nporph separations, porphyrin
conformation, and the displacement of the iron center with respect to the por
phyrin plane. For iron(II)-porphyrins, two strong-field axial ligands, such as a
pair of imidazoles or an imidazole and carbon monoxide, lead to diamagnetic
complexes (5 = 0) with the six 3d electrons occupying those orbitals of ap
proximate t2g symmetry. In a classic experiment in 1936, Pauling and Coryell
proved that oxyhemoglobin and carbonmonoxyhemoglobin are diamagnetic. 92*

d2 2 -
x - y

d 2 2
x -y

- d}

dxy -tt- --+t------- dxy ------+t-

d 2 2
x - y .......

----+--
d}

--+t------- d
xy

------+t-

§
I

strong field
e.g., NO

weak field
e.g., 1m

strong field
e.g., 1m2

1m O2

weak field
e.g., THF2

Figure 4.16
d-Orbital splitting in metalloporphyrins as a function of number and ligand-field strength
of ligands. 91 Orbital occupancy is illustrated for a d 6 species (Fell or COlli).

* There was a considerable flurry of interest when an Italian group, using a SQUID (Superconducting
Quantum Mechanical Interference Device), reported that at room temperature oxyhemoglobin was significantly
paramagnetic. 93 Not surprisingly, several theoretical papers followed that "proved" the existence of low-lying
triplet and quintet excited states 94

-
96 Subsequently, the residual paramagnetism was doubted 97 and shown to

arise from incomplete saturation of hemoglobin by O 2 ; in other words, small amounts of deoxy hemoglobin
remained 98 Since oxygen affinity increases with decreased temperature, the concentration of paramagnetic
impurity decreased with decreasing temperature.
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No axial ligands at all may lead to a spin state of 5 = 1, with unpaired
electrons in the dxy and dzzorbitals. Five-coordinate iron(II)-porphyrinato com
plexes are commonly high spin, 5 = 2, although strong IT-donor 1T-acceptor
ligands, such as phosphines, carbon monoxide, nitric oxide, and benzyl iso
cyanide,99 enforce a low-spin state. Five-coordinate iron(II)-porphyrinato com
plexes with aromatic nitrogenous axial ligands, such as pyridine or I-methylim
idazole, bind a second such axial ligand 10 to 30 times more avidly than the
first to give the thermodynamically and kinetically (d 6, 5 = 0) stable hemo
chrome species, a process that is avoided by hemoglobins. That is, the equilib
rium constant for the following disproportionation reaction is greater than unity,

Fe-N + Fe-N ( ) N-Fe-N + Fe (4.33)

except for bulky ligand N, such as 2-methylimidazole and 1,2-dimethylimida
zole, for which the five-coordinate species predominates at room temperature
even with a mild excess of ligand: 100

1-Melm 2-Melm

(4.34)

For iron(III)-porphyrinato complexes, strong-field ligands lead to low-spin
(5 = !) complexes. A pair of identical weak-field ligands, such as tetrahydro
furan, leads to intermediate-spin (5 = ~) species. Five-coordinate species are,
with few exceptions, high-spin (5 = i), with all five 3d electrons in separate
orbitals. Spin equilibria 5 = ! ~ 5 = i and 5 = ~ ~ 5 = i are not unusual.
Specific examples of these spin systems are given in Table 4.4. 65 ,91 Higher
oxidation states are found in some other hemoproteins. Fe(V)-porphyrin systems
actually occur as Fe(IV)-porphyrin cation radical species, and Fe(I)-porphyrin
systems exist as Fe(II)-porphyrin anion radical species.

Substantial structural changes occur upon the addition of ligands and upon
changes in spin state. In one mechanism of cooperativity these changes are the
"trigger" (metrical details are deferred until the next section). Spectral changes
in the UV-visible region are observed also (Figure 4.17) 10 and may be moni
tored conveniently to evaluate the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of li
gand binding to hemoglobin.

Figure 4.17 (facing page)
Spectral changes accompanying the oxygenation and carbonylation of myoglobin. 10 Reproduced
with permission from E. Antonini and M. Brunori, Hemoglobin and Myoglobin in Their Reac
tions with Ligands, North Holland, 1971.
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Table 4.4
Oxidation and spin states of iron porphyrins and their biological occurrences.

State Fe lJ Felli

6-coord

Fe(TPP)CI }
5-coord

Cytochrome P-450(ox)

[Fe(TPP)(HzOhJ + )
[Fe(OEP)(3-CIPYhJ +(293 K) d
Fe(OEP) (Py)(NCS) 6-coor

MetHb(HzO)

[Fe(TPP) (C(CNh)J"

Fe(TPP)(OCI03) (5 = t ~)

cytochrome c'

High spin

Fell 5 = 2(d 6)

FellI 5 = Hd S
)

Intennediate spin

Fell 5 = 1 (d 6 )

FellI 5 = !(d 5)

Low spin

Fell 5 O(d 6 )

FellI 5 = hd 5)

(5 = t Fe-NO adducts)

Fe(PF)(2-Melm)

Hb

Fe (TPP)(THFh

Hb(H20)?

Fe(TPP)

no biol. occurrence

Fe(TPP) (NO)

Hb(NO)' DPG(T)

Fe(PF)(2-MeIm)(02) b

Fe(TPP)(I-Melm)(NO)

Fe(TPP)(Py)(CO)

Fe(TPP)(I-MeImh

Hb(CO), Hb(NO)," Hb(02)b

cytochrome bs, C, C3

} 5-coord

}

} 4-coord

} a 5-coord

6-coord

[Fe(TPP)(Ph)J

[Fe(TPP)(lmhJ +

[Fe(OEP)(3-CI-PyhJ + (98 K)

Fe(TPP) (Py)(CN)

Fe(TPP)(Py)(NCS)C

cytochrome bs, c, C3

metHb (CN)

5-coord

6-coorc

a Could be placed in Fe lll column.
b Could be placed in Fe lll column with spin = O.
C Non-linear Fe-NCS moiety.
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C. General Aspects of the Chemistry of Copper

The chemistry of copper in biological systems is limited to oxidation states I
and II. The Cu I state has electronic configuration d 10. Unless there are ligand
bands or strong ligand-to-copper charge-transfer bands, diamagnetic Cu I species
are colorless. Complexes of Cu II (d 9) are often blue in color. The single un
paired electron makes Cu II amenable to electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
techniques, at least if the electron spins of Cu II centers are independent of one
another. In oxyhemocyanin the spins are so strongly coupled (-J > 600 cm -1)
that at room temperature and below the system is effectively diamagnetic and
the pair of Cu II ions is EPR silent. 14

In aqueous solutions the Cu 1 ion is unstable with respect to disproportiona
tion to Cu metal and Cu II ion: 62

Cu + + e - ( ) Cu

2Cu j ( ) Cu + Cu II +

EO = 0.3402 V

EO = 0.522 V

EO = 0.182 V

(4.35)

The Cu I state may be stabilized by ligands, especially sulfur-containing ones, or
by immobilization as afforded by a protein matrix, or in nonaqueous solvents,
such as acetonitrile, in the absence of dioxygen. Whereas Cu I thiolate species
are stable, Cu II thiolate species usually are unstable with respect to the dispro
portionation: 101

2Cu ll -SR~ 2Cu ' + R-S-S-R (4.36)

Again, immobilization may give kinetic stability to Cu II thiolate speCIes, as
occurs in the blue-copper family of electron-transport proteins.

Copper(l) complexes are often two-coordinate with a linear arrangement of
ligands. Three-, four-, and possibly five-coordinate complexes are known.

In the presence of O2 , nonbiological copper(l) [and iron(II)] complexes are
often susceptible to ligand degradation, which may give the illusion of O2 bind
ing. 102 The mechanisms by which this reaction occurs remain essentially un
known. Iron-porphyrin systems are rather more robust. Nonetheless, there are
now several well-characterized copper(l) systems that reversibly bind dioxy
gen,ISb,l03 at least at low temperature. One that has been structurally character-

. /0-...... /cu
Ized features a Cu ° dicopper(II)-peroxo moiety, l03f while a
second, with more properties in common with oxyhemocyanin, features a
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D. General Aspects of the Chemistry of Cobalt

Many parallels exist between the chemistry of Fe II_ and Co II-porphyrinato sys
tems. Dioxygen binds to many COil complexes to give mononuclear 1: 1 Co:02

complexes with a bent geometry

(4.37)

and dinuclear 2: 1 Co:02 complexes,64,66 analogous to those described for Fe II
systems in Reactions (4.29a) and (4.29b). Indeed, these dinuclear systems were
the first nonbiological oxygen carriers to be isolated. The geometry of the diox
ygen moiety, spanning two metals, may be cis or trans:

/0-0"
Co Co (4.38)

However, whereas these dinuclear cobalt species are invariably octahedral, din
uclear copper-peroxo species are tetrahedral or distorted square pyramidal. 40,41

In the late 1960s, 1: 1 Co:02 species were first isolated by use of a combi
nation of low temperatures and specific Schiff-base ligands. 104 It was found that
cobalt corrins, such as vitamin B12n also formed 1:1 dioxygen adducts,105 al
though this chemistry is not known to be utilized by living systems. 103 Cobalt(Il)
porphyrins also form 1: 1 adducts but with low O2 affinity, especially in nonpo
lar, aprotic solvents. Thus hemoglobin and myoglobin may be reconstituted from
a cobaltoheme with preservation not only of dioxygen-binding capabilities but
also of cooperativity. 106 The synthetic 1: 1 Co:02 complexes have proven to be
very useful in increasing our understanding of factors that determine oxygen
affinity for cobalt systems and by extrapolation for iron systems. Two important
differences make COil systems more accessible. First, in contrast to iron sys
tems, the cleavage reaction (4.29c) and redimerization to a fL-OXO species (Re
action 4.29d) do not occur (see Figure 4.15). Thus COli complexes of O2 are
stable in solution at room temperature without the need for protection illustrated
in Figure 4.14. Second, for CoII-porphyrinato systems, the equilibrium constant
for the addition of a second axial base, such as pyridine or I-methylimidazole,
is small. Thus the disproportionation to four-coordinate and six-coordinate spe
cies that occurs for corresponding Fe 11 systems (Reaction 4.33) does not occur.
This difference simplifies the interpretation of spectral changes that are used to
obtain thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of which there are now volumi
nous examples. 66

Moreover, the 1: 1 Co-02 complexes are paramagnetic. From the small
59CO hyperfine splitting, it is deduced that the single unpaired electron resides
primarily on the dioxygen moiety. 104a,105 From other experiments 107 it is appar
ent that net transfer of electron density from the metal onto the dioxygen varies
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considerably, from about O.le- to about 0.8e-. For example, it is found for a
given COIl Schiff base, Co(bzacen), that the redox potential of the cobalt-Schiff
base center LCo, measured by cyclic voltammetry, E1/2 ,

B2LCo 11I + e - ( ) B2LCo"

B = substituted pyridine

(4.39)

is a linear function of log K(02) as the axial base B is varied. The more easily
the COIl center may be oxidized, the higher is the O2 affinity, 103 as illustrated in
Figure 4.18A. The dioxygen affinity also increases as the basicity of the axial
nitrogenous ligand increases. 104a This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.18B. Be
cause of differing steric requirements, dimethylformamide (DMF) , substituted
imidazole, and piperidine (pip) ligands do not fall on the correlation defined by
the series of substituted pyridine species. Note the synergistic nature of dioxy
gen binding: in general, the more electron density that is pumped onto the metal
by the axial base, the more electron density is available for donation into the
7T* orbitals of the dioxygen ligand. El/2 and log K(02) are also correlated, al
though more weakly, for a number of hemoglobins (Figure 4.18C).108 Here the
porphyrin and axial base remain constant, but presumably the surroundings of
the heme group and O2 binding site vary in a manner that is less well-defined
than in the model systems of Figure 4.18A and B. Notwithstanding these var
ious perturbations to the metal center, the 0-0 stretch occurs at about
1140 cm -1, placing all 1: 1 cobalt and iron-dioxygen complexes of nitrogenous
and other hard ligands into the superoxo class. *

Cobalt(II) porphyrins and their adducts with diamagnetic molecules invari
ably have spin S = i. (See Figure 4.16, but add one electron.) Thus the struc
tural changes are less pronounced than for corresponding iron(II) systems. 110,111

From the similarities in geometries and differences in electronic structures be
tween cobalt- substituted and native hemoglobins and their models, many in
sights have been gained about the factors that determine oxygen affinity as well

* Because the 0-0 stretch may be coupled with other ligand modes, 109 its value should not be used to
estimate superoxo character, although in a series of fL-superoxo and fL-peroxo complexes of carefully con
trolled stereochemistry, small changes in 1'(0-0) have been correlated with the pKa of the suite of ligands 66

Figure 4,18 (facing page)
Linear free-energy relationships: (A) Correlation of the O2 affinity at 21°C of Co(bzacen)L
with the COllI ;;::::: COil cyclic voltammetric wave of Co(bzacen)L2 species,I04a (B) Correlation of
ligand affinity with pKa- Squares (0) pertain to the binding of L to Co(PPIX) at 23°e. Circles
(0) pertain to the O2 affinity at - 45°C of Co(PPIX)L species, Filled shapes pertain to substi
tuted pyridines; the least-squares lines shown are calculated from these data only, 104a (C) Corre
lation of EO I (from cyclic voltammetry) with affinity for a miscellany of hemoglobins: 108 1,
Aphysia limacina Mb; 2, Physeter macrocephalus Mb; 3, Candida mycoderma Hb; 4, Chirono
mus thummi Hb; 5, HbM-Hyde Park; 6, HbM-Iwate; 7, Hb a chain; 8, Hb f3 chain; 9, Hb F; 10,
Hb Y chain; 11, HbA; 12, Glycera dibranchiata; 13, IegHb-a; 14, IegHb-c, Reproduced with
permission from A, W. Addison and S. Burman, Biochim. Biophys. Acta 828 (1985), 362-368.
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as how cooperativity might, or might not, work at the molecular level. 112,113
The mechanism of cooperativity has also been probed by the substitution of
other metalloporphyrins into the globin: for example, zinc porphyrins have been
used for their excited triplet-state properties,114 manganese porphyrins for their
EPR activity, 115 and ruthenium porphyrins as a member of the iron triad. 116

E. Other Ligands for Biological Oxygen Carriers

As noted above, a variety of other a-donor or 7T-acceptor ligands will bind to
the active sites of biological oxygen carriers.

1, Carbon monoxide

As documented in Table 4.2, carbon monoxide (CO) generally binds more
strongly to hemoglobin than does dioxygen, hence causing carbon-monoxide
poisoning. In addition to being readily available from car exhausts and tobacco
smoke to convert oxyhemoglobin to carbonmonoxyhemoglobin, CO is produced
in the catabolism of heme molecules. 1I7 Thus under even the most favorable of
conditions, about 3 percent of human hemoglobin is in the carbonmonoxy form.
When CO binds to a single metal atom in nonbiological systems, without excep
tion it does so through the carbon atom and in a linear manner: 56

Fe-C=O <-- Fell +-C=O+ (4.40)

Model systems for carbonmonoxy (also called carbonyl) hemoglobin show
a geometry similar to that of the Fe-C == 0 group, linear or nearly so and
essentially perpendicular to the porphyrin plane. I 10,118-121 The biochemical lit
erature is littered with reports that this is not the geometry adopted by CO in
binding to hemoglobins. 122-128 We will return to this topic later in this chapter,
since the physiological consequences are potentially important.

Carbon monoxide binds weakly as a a-donor ligand to four-coordinate co
balt(II) systems. 129 Despite a bout of artifactual excitement,130 CO has never
been observed to bind significantly to five-coordinate COIl systems with a nitro
genous axial base to yield octahedral six-coordinate species. 131 The sulfur ana
logue thiocarbonyl (CS), although not stable as a free entity, binds very strongly
to iron-porphyrin species in a linear manner. 132

2. Nitric oxide

Nitric oxide (NO) binds to hemes even more strongly than CO (and hence
O2),10 so strongly, in fact, that the Fe-N1m bond is very weak and easily
ruptured. II ,III,133 Attachment to the metal is via the nitrogen atom; however,
the geometry of attachment is sensitive to the 7T basicity of the metallopor
phyrin, and ranges from linear to strongly bent. In binding to COlI the NO
ligand is effectively reduced to NO -, with concomitant oxidation of COIl to
Co III: III
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0
,;;::0 ,;;::0III ;{40 ;(20

N N N
(4.41)I I I

N=O· Mn Fe Co
v(N-O): 1860 cm- 1 1740 cm- 1 1625 cm- 1 1689 cm- 1

In much the same way that cobalt-dioxygen systems are paramagnetic (5 = t)
and amenable to EPR studies, iron-nitric oxide (also called iron nitrosyl) species
are also paramagnetic and isoelectronic with cobalt-dioxygen species. The un
paired spin is localized mostly on the NO group.

3. Isocyanide and nitroso species

In contrast to the dioxygen, carbon-monoxide, and nitric-oxide ligands, the
isocyanide and nitroso functions bear an organic tail. Moreover, nitroso ligands
are isoelectronic with dioxygen.

(4.42)R = alkyl or aryl,R N=C R - N~ R = aryl, alkyl

o

Thus, in principle, not only may the steric bulk of the ligand be varied, in order
to probe the dimensions 35 of the dioxygen-binding pocket,* but also the (j

donor/7T-acceptor properties of the ligands may be varied by appropriate substit
uents on the aryl ring.

Isocyanide groups may bind to metals in a variety of ways. For 1: I adducts
(Figure 4.19), the isocyanide group is approximately linear, although some flex
ibility seems to exist in a bis(t-butylisocyanide)iron(Il)tetraphenylporphyrinato
complex. 135 For zerovalent metals with much electron density available for do-

t-Bu
I
N
III
C

~
C
III
N
I
t-Bu

R
/

N
II
C
II

Feo[CN-R14

Figure 4.19
Modes of coordination of isocyanide
and nitroso species.
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O~

I
M

R
/

O-N
\/
M

* In fact, this classic experiment of 51. George and Pauling established, for the first time and before any
crystallographic data were available, that the heme group and the ligand-binding site in hemoglobin reside at
least partway inside the protein, rather than on the surface. 134
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nation into ligand 77"* orbitals, the isocyanide ligand has been observed to bend
at the N atom. 136 One prediction exists that an isocyanide ligand binds in this
manner to hemoglobin. 137

For 1: 1 adducts of nitroso ligands, side-on, 138 0-, and N-ligated modes are
possible (Figure 4.19). No O-nitroso complexes have been definitively charac
terized by diffraction methods. For hemoglobin the N-nitroso mode is likely,
since this is the mode found for the nitrosoalkane in Fe(TPP)(amine)(RNO).139

To date isocyanide ligands have not achieved their potential as probes of
the geometry of the ligand-binding pocket in hemoglobin, partly because we
lack structural data on the preferred geometry of attachment of these ligands in
a sterically uncongested environment.

F. Nature of the Metal-Dioxygen Linkage in Biological Systems

Many techniques have been used to probe the geometry and electronic structure
of the metal-dioxygen moiety in biological systems and in synthetic models.
The results form the basis of any understanding of the factors that determine
and modulate oxygen affinity.

1. Oxyhemocyanin and oxyhemerythrin

By resonance Raman techniques, the 0-0 stretch is observed at 744 cm -1
in oxyhemocycanin and at 844 cm -1 in oxyhemerythrin.140-142 Dioxygen is
therefore coordinated as peroxo species. By use of unsymmetrically labeled
dioxygen, 180_ 160, it was established that dioxygen coordinates symmetri
cally: 141

or

o,, / "'-
Cu "'- Cu"

0/
or

/Ol~
Cu" Cu"
~/o

(4.43)

Carbon monoxide binds to only one of the CUi centers in deoxyhemocyanin,
through the C atom, * apparently blocking the second Cu I siteY Similar behav
ior is also seen for the nitrosyl adduct.

On the other hand, in an experiment parallel to that just described for hem
ocyanin, dioxygen was found to bind asymmetrically in oxyhemerythrin: 142

O(H)
I
o

Fe'" / '" Fe'" or

(H)O",

o
I

Fe"' .... Fe'"

(4.44)

* A report 143 that CO binds to the copper center through the 0 atom, an unprecedented mode, has been
challenged. 144
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From single-crystal UV-visible spectroscopy with polarized radiation, an
Fe ... Fe-02 angle of approximately 90° was inferred, which is inconsistent
with the bridging f.L-1, l-(hydro)peroxo geometry. 145 Subsequently, this conclu
sion was confirmed in a single-crystal x-ray diffraction study of oxyhemerythrin
that revealed, among other things, end-on coordination of dioxygen to only one
iron center (see Figure 4.13).45 This mode of dioxygen coordination remains
unobserved to date in small-molecule synthetic systems. The Orbinding process
is formally very similar to the combinations of Reactions (4.29a) and (4.29b),
except that dioxygen attaches to only one Fe center (bridging carboxylato groups
omitted in Reaction 4.45):

OH
Fe"/ "Fell + O

2
( )

HO"

° °Fe"l/ "~elll
(4.45)

The existence and location of the proton, which cannot be proven in the
crystal structure of deoxyhemerythrin or of oxyhemerythrin, are inferred from a
model system for the former that contains a hydroxo group bridging two high
spin, weakly antiferromagnetically coupled Fell centers (J = - 10 cm -1).88
For oxyhemerythrin (and for one conformation of methydroxohemerythrin), a
small change in the position of the symmetric Fe-O-Fe mode is observed
when H20 is replaced by D20. 146 The strong antiferromagnetic coupling ob
served for methemerythrin and oxyhemerythrin (-J ~ 100 cm 1) 147 is uniquely
consistent with a bridging oxo moiety between a pair of Fe III centers. 80 Finally,
a Bohr effect (release or uptake of protons) is absent in oxygen binding to
hemerythrin. 16, 18 These observations are consistent with a f.L-oxo group slightly
perturbed by hydrogen bonding to a coordinated hydroperoxo species. An im
portant role for the protein in hemerythrin is to assemble an asymmetric di
iron(II) species. Only a few of the myriad of known f.L-oxodiiron(III) complexes
are asymmetric, 81 and the synthesis of realistic asymmetric models remains a
challenge.

Deoxyhemocyanin (CUI d 10) and deoxyhemerythrin (Fell d6) are colorless.
In the oxygenated derivatives there is considerable charge transfer between the
coordinated peroxo groups and the metal centers. This phenomenon makes the
essentially d-d metal transitions more intense than those for the simple aquated
Fe3+ or Cu 2+ ions, and permits facile measurement of oxygen-binding curves.
The spectral changes accompanying oxygenation are shown in Figures 4.20 and
4.21. 5

Nitric oxide binds to deoxyhemocyanin, to deoxyhemerythrin, and to the
mixed valence Felli ... Fell semimethemerythrin. 148 Carbon monoxide binds
to neither form of hemerythrin: apparently the other ligands have insufficiently
strong fields to stabilize the low-spin state for which electron density would be
available for back donation into the CO 7T* orbitals.
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2. Oxyhemoglobin

The 0-0 stretch that is observed by difference infrared techniques at around
1105 cm - I for oxyhemoglobin and oxymyoglobin ]49 clearly categorizes the
dioxygen moiety as a superoxo species; that is, the order of the 0-0 bond is
about 1.5. Considerable ink has been spilled about the nature of the Fe-02
fragment since Pauling's original suggestion 150 in 1948 that dioxygen binds to
iron in an end-on bent fashion:

o
/

Fe-O (4.46)

He subsequently reaffirmed this geometry, and proposed that hydrogen bonding
between the coordinated dioxygen and the distal imidazole H- N group was
important in stabilizing the Fe-02 species. 137 In an alternative model Weiss
proposed that a low-spin Fe III center (5 = !) was very strongly antiferromag
netically coupled to a superoxide anion radical (5 = !).151 A triangular peroxo
mode has also been advanced. 152,153 The problem has been how to resolve the
observed diamagnetism of oxyhemoglobin 92,98 with UV-visible, x-ray absorp
tion, and resonance Raman spectroscopic characteristics 154 that are distinctly
different from those of Fell systems (such as carbonmonoxyhemoglobin and low
spin six-coordinated hemochromes, such as Fe(Porph)(Pyh) and from unambig
uously Fe III systems (such as chloromethemoglobin or cyanomethemoglobin).

Any adequate theoretical treatment must also explain how iron-porphyrin
systems can bind not only O2, but also CO, NO, alkyl isocyanides, and alkyl
nitroso moieties. A simple qualitative model presented by Wayland and
coworkers 129,155 conveniently summarizes ligand-binding geometries of cobalt
and iron porphyrins. Although a reasonable quantitative theoretical consensus
exists for 1: 1 cobalt-dioxygen species, the same cannot be said yet for iron
dioxygen systems.

3. A simple model for the electronic structure of Iiganded
hemoglobins

Why does dioxygen bind to iron and cobalt porphyrins in an end-on bent
bond fashion as in (4.37) and (4.46)? Why does carbon monoxide bind in a
linear manner (Equation 4.40)? Why are six-coordinate dioxygen and carbon
monoxide adducts more stable than five-coordinate ones? A unified picture of
ligand binding that addresses these questions is important in understanding prop
erly the specific case of dioxygen binding to hemoglobin and related systems.

The splitting of the metal d orbitals for a four-coordinate metalloporphyrin
is shown in the center of Figure 4.22. These orbitals contain some porphyrin
character and are antibonding with respect to metal-porphyrin bonds. As shown
in Figure 4.16, the primary effect of a single a-donor axial ligand, such as
pyridine or 1-methylimidazole, is to elevate the energy of the antibonding dz2

and lower the energy of the dx 2 _ y2 orbital and hence lead to a high-spin species
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in place of the intermediate-spin four-coordinate one. Thus, for simplicity in
highlighting interaction of the metal center with the diatomic o--donor: 7T-acid
ligands CO, NO, and O2 , the perturbations wrought by primarily o--donor li
gands, such as 1-methylimidazole, are omitted. For the corresponding cobalt(II)
compound, there is an additional electron. The diatomic ligands of interest share
a qualitatively similar molecular orbital scheme. The filling of orbitals for CO
is shown on the left-hand side. Dioxygen, which is shown on the right-hand
side, has two more electrons than CO; these occupy the doubly degenerate 7T*
orbitals. Quantitative calculations show that the energy of the 7T* orbitals de
creases monotonically from CO to NO to O2 , indicating increasing ease of re
duction of the coordinated molecule, a feature that has not been included in the
diagram. Only those interactions of molecular orbitals that have appropriate
symmetry and energy to interact significantly with the metal d orbitals are shown.

Two extremes are shown in Figure 4.22 for the interaction of a diatomic
molecule A-B with the metal center: a linear geometry on the left and a bent
geometry on the right. A side-on geometry is omitted for the binding of O2 to
a COIl or Fell porphyrin, since this would lead to either an MIll side-on superoxo
or an M 1V peroxo species; both these modes of coordination to these metals are
currently without precedent.

Linear diatomic metal bonding maximizes the metal-d7T to ligand-p7T* bond
ing. When a ligand coordinates in a bent manner, axial symmetry is destroyed,
and the degeneracy of the ligand P7T* orbitals is lifted. One P7T* orbital is now
oriented to combine with the metal dz2 orbital to form a 0- bond, and the other
is oriented to combine with dxz and dyz orbitals to form a 7T bond. A bent ge
ometry for the diatomic molecule will result when either or both of the metal
dz2 or the ligand P7T* orbitals are occupied, since this geometry stabilizes the
occupied dz2 orbital in the five-coordinate complex. Thus O2 binds in a strongly
bent manner to COIl and Fell porphyrins; NO binds in a strongly bent manner to
COIl porphyrins; CO binds in a linear fashion to Fell porphyrins.

The interaction of NO with Fell porphyrins and CO with COIl porphyrins
the resultant species are formally isoelectronic-is more complicated. The de
gree of bending seen in Fell(TPP)(NO) is midway between the two extremes. III

For CO the higher-energy P7T* orbitals lead to a greater mismatch in energy
between the dz2 and P7T* orbitals, and less effective 0- bonding. In EPR experi
ments the odd electron is found to be localized in a molecular orbital with about
0.87 metal dz2 character for the five-coordinate Co-CO adduct, as expected
for a nearly linear geometry. 129 On the other hand, for the Fe-NO adduct the
metal dz2 character of the odd electron is about 0.4 to 0.5; 155 a somewhat bent
geometry (140°) is observed in the crystal structure of Fe(TPP)(NO). Because
the CO ligand is a very weak 0- donor, the Co-CO species exists only at low
temperatures.

Only qualitative deductions can be made from this model about the extent
of electron transfer, if any, from the metal onto the diatomic ligand, especially
for dioxygen. The higher in energy the metal dz2 orbital is with respect to the
dioxygen P7T* orbitals, the closer the superoxo ligand comes to being effectively
a coordinated superoxide anion. With an additional electron, the dioxygen li-
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gand in Co-Oz complexes can acquire greater electron density than it can in
Fe-Oz complexes.

From the diagram it may be inferred that a ligand with very strong 7T-accep
tor properties will lower the energy of the dxz and dyz orbitals through strong
(dw dyz)-7T* interaction. The resultant energy gap between these two orbitals
and the other three metal d orbitals may be sufficient to overcome the energy
involved in spin-pairing, and hence lead to five-coordinate low-spin species, as
happens for complexes containing phosphines and carbon monosulfide.99.13z

G. Role of the Protein in Effecting Biological Oxygen Transport

In our survey of the dioxygen chemistry of iron and copper species in earlier
subsections, three general functions for the protein matrix became apparent: pro
vision of ligand(s) in an appropriate stereochemistry; protection of the metal
dioxygen moiety from oxidation and competitive ligands; and modulation of
dioxygen affinity through nonbonded interactions with distal groups.

1. Provision of ligands to the metal

In the hemoglobin family the heme group is anchored in a cleft in the globin
chain by an imidazole ligand from a histidine residue (the proximal histidine).
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The other (distal) side of the heme plane is more or less open to accommodate
a small sixth ligand (see Figure 4.2).

For hemerythrin and hemocyanin the requirements of the protein chain are
more severe. In contrast to the hemoglobin family, all but two of the ligands
are provided by the protein chain, and in addition the metal ions are encapsu
lated as a pair. The exogenous ligands for hemerythrin are a fL-(hydr)oxo moiety
and dioxygen or anions (depending on oxidation state); for hemocyanin, the
identity of the second exogenous ligand, if there is one at all, is still unclear.
Although hemerythrin has a distinctive cofacial bioctahedral structure (Figure
4.10)46-48 that would appear to be very difficult to assemble in the absence of
the protein, it turns out that with a variety of tridentate ligands the (fL-OXO)bis(fL
carboxylato)diiron(III) core may be assembled rather easily.82,156,157 Thus, this
core appears to be a thermodynamically very stable structural motif. Such a
synthesis has been termed "self-assembly" and appears to be a common phe
nomenon in biological systems. 158 The low-temperature assembly of bis-cop
per(II)-fL-peroxo complexes (models for oxyhemocyanin) from mononuclear
copper(l) compounds provides other examples of this phenomenon. 103f

,g

2. Protection of the metal-dioxygen moiety

The immobilization of the heme group inside the protein prevents (i) the
bimolecular contact of an Fe02 species with an Fell species (Reaction 4.29b),
the key step in the irreversible oxidation of Fe II porphyrins; (ii) the facile access
of nucleophiles that would cause autoxidation (Reactions 4.30 and 4.31); (iii)
the oxygenase activity (Reaction 4.32) that is the normal function of other hem
oproteins, such as cytochrome P-450, horseradish peroxidase, catalase, etc.; and
(iv) the self-oxygenase activity that has been observed in some iron(II) systems
that bind dioxygen, activating it for destruction of the ligand itself. Avoiding
these last two fates also appears to be very important in the active site of hem
ocyanin. Finally (v), the globin chain serves to restrain the binding of the distal
histidine to give a six-coordinate hemochrome (Reaction 4.33), at least at room
temperature. 159 Thus, unoxygenated hemoglobin is held in a five-coordinate state,
allowing a rapid rate of oxygen binding and greater oxygen affinity-hemo
chromes such as Fe(TPP)(Py)z are impervious to oxygenation and subsequent
oxidation.

3. Modulation of ligand-binding properties

The protein chain in hemoglobin may place restraints on the iron-to-proxi
mal histidine bond. On the other side of the heme, the distal histidine and oc
cluded water molecules may hydrogen-bond to the coordinated dioxygen and
force ligands to adopt geometries that are different from those observed in the
absence of steric hindrances. The conformation of the porphyrin skeleton may
also be perturbed by the protein chain. Clearly, it is the protein chain that be
stows the property of cooperativity on oligomeric oxygen carriers.
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H. Requirements for a Model System for Hemoglobin

For hemoglobin, the majority of ligands around the iron center are provided by
a fairly rigid macrocycle, the protoporphyrin IX dianion (Figure 4.1), that by
itself enforces a square-planar stereochemistry. Thus, the task of assembling
synthetic analogues of the active site in hemoglobin is simplified. Essentially,
any square-planar, tetradentate ligand containing at least a couple of nitrogen
atoms will suffice: to this end a variety of other porphyrins have been used, as
well as Schiff-base and non-porphyrinato nitrogen-containing macrocycles that
serve to delineate the role of the porphyrin in dioxygen binding. Tetraphenyl
porphyrin, in place of the naturally occurring porphyrins, has served as the basis
of numerous model systems. It is easily synthesized and derivatized (see below).
Its fourfold symmetry precludes formation of chemical isomers that may arise
if substitution on the asymmetric, naturally occurring porphyrins is attempted.
Moreover, its derivatives can be crystallized. Finally, with the porphyrin meso
positions occupied by phenyl groups, the molecule is less susceptible to pho
toinduced oxidation.

In order to obtain five-coordinate species, putative models for a deoxy
hemoglobin, access to one side of the porphyrin must be blocked to the coor
dination of a second axial base (Reaction 4.33), but still must be accessible for
the binding of small molecules (02 , NO, CO, etc). Or second, an axial base
may be attached covalently to the porphyrin, to give so-called "tail-under" or
"chelated" porphyrins. Here the chelate effect ensures an effectively 100 per
cent five-coordinate complex with only a 1: I stoichiometric ratio of axial base
to porphyrin. These two approaches are illustrated in Figure 4.14. A third means
is to incorporate a sterically bulky substituent in the 2-position of the base, such
as a methyl group, to give 2-methylimidazole (4.34). The formation of the hem
ochrome Fe(porph)(2-MeImh, where the iron atom is in the center of the por
phyrin ring, is strongly disfavored relative to the l-methylimidazole analogue,
because the 2-methyl substituents clash with the porphyrin ring. The axial base
needs to be a strong a donor, such as imidazole or pyridine, in order to increase
affinity at the iron (or cobalt) center for dioxygen (Figure 4.18).

Steric hindrance on one side, or on both, provides a pocket for small mol
ecules to bind and, for O2 , prevents the bimolecular contact of two iron(II)
porphyrinato species that would lead to irreversible oxidation (Reaction 4.29).
A picturesque collection of substituted porphyrins has been synthesized. Some
of these are illustrated in Figure 4.23. 31 ,72,160-164 The only system that has led
to crystalline dioxygen complexes stable at room temperature is the "picket
fence" porphyrin. 72* A derivative of this, the "pocket" porphyrin,165 and var-

~~-~-~~-

* The pivalamido pickets (-NH-CO-C(CH3h) of the picket-fence porphyrin are sufficiently bulky
that their free rotation is sterically hindered. Thus the various atropisomers-aaaa, aaaf3, af3aa, aaf3f3,
where a denotes picket "up" and f3 denotes picket "down"--can be separated chromatographically on the
basis of their different polarities. The tail-under picket-fence porphyrin is derived from the aaaf3 atropiso
mer. 72
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ious "capped" porphyrins,166 provide binding sites with steric hindrance even
to small diatomic molecules.

In the next section the structures of various derivatives of hemoglobin and
its models are presented, and the relationship of structure to ligand-binding
properties is examined. Although there is now a wealth of thermodynamic data
available from model systems, attention is focused primarily on those for which
structural data are also available.

III. STRUCTURAL BASIS OF LIGAND AFFINITIES
OF OXYGEN CARRIERS

The interaction of ligands, such as dioxygen, with metal complexes, such as
iron-porphyrinato systems, and the means by which this interaction is character
ized, have been covered in broad outline in the previous sections. As noted
earlier, the affinities of hemoglobins for carbon monoxide and dioxygen span a
wide range (see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.24). In this section the active site is
examined in much finer detail than before in order to develop relationships be
tween perturbations in structure and affinity (and hence function)-so called
structure-function relationships. The reference point is the somewhat hypotheti
cal situation where the dioxygen binder is in the gas phase and independent of
interactions with solvent molecules, solute molecules, and itself, and where
dioxygen, carbon monoxide, and other small molecules may bind without steric
constraints-in other words, a state where intrinsic affinity is measured. In this
section attention is focused exclusively on the hemoglobin family and on iron
and cobalt-porphyrinato systems. In recent years structural data on hemoglobin,
myoglobin, and their derivatives have become available with a precision that
permits meaningful comparison with the more precisely determined model or
synthetic systems. In addition, the various hemoglobins and myoglobins, and
especially the naturally occurring mutants of hemoglobin A (human Hb), have
provided a sort of poor man's site-directed mutagenesis. Now the techniques of
molecular biology permit the site of mutation to be selected, the altered gene to
be inserted into E. coli, and the mutant protein to be expressed in large (mg)
quantities. With the conditions for crystallization of hemoglobins now well-es
tablished, we can discover quite rapidly what structural perturbations are caused
by the substitution of one amino acid for another, and can relate these to the
perturbations in properties, such as cooperativity, dioxygen affinity, and kinetics
of ligand binding.

The principles enunciated here are applicable generally to hemerythrin and
hemocyanin; however, we currently lack the thermodynamic and especially
structural data we would like to have for these systems.

Figure 4.23 (facing page)
A selection of synthetic porphyrins used to probe the dioxygen-binding process.
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A. Ligand Affinities in Hemoglobins and Their Models

The O2 affinities in biological carriers span five orders of magnitude, which at
room temperature corresponds to a difference in the free energy of oxygen bind
ing

(4.47)

of about 6.0 kcallmol. This wide range of O2 and CO affinities has not yet been
paralleled in synthetic systems; the values for O2 affinity do not exceed those
for R-state human hemoglobin. A selection of values from model systems is
given in Table 4.5. 23 ,31,160-]65 For the flat-open porphyrin system (Figure 4.23)
the dioxygen ostensibly binds in an unconstrained manner, but is actually sub
ject to solvent influences. In order to obtain thermodynamic constants on these
"unhindered" systems, one must gather data at several low temperatures and
then extrapolate to room temperature, or obtain them from kinetic measure
ments, K = kon/koff, at room temperature.

For the picket-fence porphyrins, dioxygen binds in a protected pocket that
is deep enough to accommodate it and to prevent the dimerization that leads to
irreversible oxidation, provided that there is a slight excess of base to ensure
full saturation of the coordination sites on the unprotected face of the por
phyrin. 72 Thus the picket-fence, the capped, and the bis-pocket porphyrins re
versibly bind dioxygen at room temperature with little oxidation over many cy
cles. This stability facilitated isolation of crystals of a synthetic iron-dioxygen
species of the picket-fence porphyrin. The capped porphyrin offers a more highly
protected site. The low affinity these latter systems have for dioxygen indicates
that the binding cavity is so small that repulsive steric interactions between
coordinated dioxygen and the cap are unavoidable. The left-hand side of Figure
4.24 depicts on a logarithmic scale the range of O2 affinities. Each power of 10
corresponds to around 1.2 kcallmol at 25°C.

The right-hand side of Figure 4.24 illustrates the range of affinities for CO
binding. For many synthetic systems the CO affinities are orders of magnitude
greater than in the biological systems that have an O2 affinity similar to the
synthetic; for example, see the entries for the picket-fence porphyrin. Compari
son of the left- and right-hand sides of Figure 4.24 reveals that the strongest O2

binder, hemoglobin Ascaris, is one of the weakest CO binders. The O2 affinity
of the picket-fence porphyrins is very similar to that of myoglobin, but, as will
be detailed shortly, one cannot infer from this that the binding sites are strictly
comparable. Indeed, similar affinities have been observed with a non-porphyrin
iron complex. 121

,162 Moreover, if the CO affinity of myoglobin paralleled that
of the picket-fence porphyrins, some 20 percent of myoglobin (and hemoglobin)
would be in the carbonmonoxy form (in contrast to the approximately 3 percent
that occurs naturally), a level that could render reading this section while chew
ing gum physically taxing. 117
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Figure 4.24
CO and O2 affinities of a selection of hemoglobins and model systems. Affinities are given as
PIl2, and the scale is logarithmic. One order of magnitude corresponds to 1.2 kcallmol at 25°C.



Table 4.5
Thermodynamics and kinetics of ligand binding to synthetic oxygen carriers at 20-25°C.

Dioxygen binding Carbon-monoxide binding

P,dOl) !ill 6..5 kon k Off P,dCO) !ill 6..5 kon koff

Carrier Torr kcallmol eu J-LM- 1 S-I S - I Torr kcal/mol eu J-LM I s I S I

Toluene/benzene solvent
Picket fence, pocket

Fe(PF-Im) 0.58 - 16.3 -40 430 2,900 0.000022 36 0.0078
Fe(PF) (l, 2-Me2Im) 38 -14.3 -42 106 46,000 0.0089 1.4 0.14
Fe(Poc-PF) (l-MeIm) 0.36 - 2.2 9 0.0015 0.58 0.0086
Fe(Poc-PF) (l, 2-Mezlm) 12.6 -13.9 -28 1.9 280 0.067 0.098 0.055
Fe(Bis-Poc) (I, 2-Me2IIl1) 508 - 14.4 -47 - 0.0091
Cap

Fe(CzCap) (l-MeIm) 23 -10.5 -28 - - 0.0054 - 0.95 0.05
Fe(C2Cap) (l, 2-MezIIl1) 4,000 9.7 -36 - - 0.20
Strapped

Fe(7, 7-CP) (l, 5-CyzIIl1) 1.4 65 1,000 0.00091 - 6 0.05
Fe(6, 6-CP) (l, 5-CyzIIl1) 700 0.1 800 0.17 - 0.03 0.05
Flat open

Fe(PPIX-IIl1) 5.6 62 4,200 0.00025 - II 0.025
Bis-strapped

Fe(All1ide-1m) 0.29 310 620 0.000017 - 40 0.067
Fe(All1ide-Py) 2.0 360 5,000 0.00009 35 0.03
Fe(Ether-Py) 18 300 40,000 0.0001 68 0.069
H20, alkylammonium micelles, pH 7.3
Fe(PPIX-IIl1) 1.0 -14.0 ~3.5 26 4.7 0.002 -17.5 -34 3.6 0.009
Fe(MPIX-IIl1) 0.57 22 23 0.0013 - II 0.019
Fe(MPIX-Py) 12.2 I 380 0.0021 - 12 0.035

"When available Pli2 are from thermodynamic measurements, otherwise from kon/koff' where solubility of O2 in toluene is 1.02 x 10 5 M/
Torr and of CO in toluene is 1.05 x 10 -2; solubilities in benzene are very similar.

b Some kaff are calculated from K(Ol), kon(CO), and M.
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There is a convenient index to summarize the extent to which CO (or O2)

binding is discriminated against for a given iron-porphyrin system. M is defined
as the ratio of O2 affinity (as P1/2) to CO affinity for a particular system and
experimental conditions:

(4.48)

From Figure 4.24 and from Tables 4.2 and 4.5 the M values calculated may be
somewhat arbitrarily divided into three classes: those where M > 2 X 10 4 (good
CO binder); those where 2 x 10 2 < M < 2 X 104

; and those where
M < 2 X 10 2 (good O2 binder). An analogous parameter, N, may be defined
to summarize the differences in the O2 affinity between an iron-porphyrin sys
tem and its cobalt analogue:

(4.49)

For the picket-fence porphyrins and for vertebrate hemoglobins N is in the range
10 to 250, whereas for the flat-open porphyrins and for some hemoglobins that
lack a distal histidine (e.g., hemoglobin Glycera and hemoglobin Aplysia) , N is
at least an order of magnitude larger, indicating for these latter species that the
cobalt analogue binds O2 relatively poorly 167,168 (see Table 4.6).

Note that whereas the O2 binding of the picket-fence porphyrins is similar
to that for myoglobin, the kinetics of the process are very different; the synthetic
system is more than an order of magnitude faster in kl and k_ 1 (often also
referred to as kon and koff)' On the other hand, O2 binding to the pocket por
phyrin is similar to that for the biological system. The factors by which ligand
affinities are modulated, generally to the benefit of the organism, are subtle and
varied, and their elucidation requires the precise structural information that is
currently available only from x-ray diffraction experiments. Figure 4.25 shows
the structural features of interest that will be elaborated upon in the next subsec
tions. 110 ,169

B. General Structural Features that Modulate Ligand Affinity

There are many ways in which ligand affinity may be perturbed (Figure 4.25).
It is convenient to divide these into two groups, referred to as distal and proxi
mal effects. 163 Proximal effects are associated with the stereochemistry of the
metalloporphyrinato moiety and the coordination of the axial base, and thus
their influence on O2 and CO affinity is indirect. Distal effects pertain to non
covalent interactions of the metal-porphyrinato skeleton and the sixth ligand
(02 , CO, etc.) with neighboring solvent molecules, with substituents, such as
pickets or caps, on the porphyrin, and with the surrounding protein chain. The
distal groups that hover over the Orbinding site engender the most important



Table 4.6
Relative affinities (M) of iron-porphyrinato systems for O2 and CO, and relative affinities (N) for O2 of iron and
cobalt-porphyrinato systems.

P,dFe-CO) PI/2(Fe-0 2) M PI/2(Co-02 )
N

Compound Torr Torr P,dFe-0 2)IP,nCFe-CO) Torr P,nCCo-02)IPI/2CFe-0 2)

H 20, pH 7

Whale Mb 0.018 0.51 28 57 110
Whale Mb 0.0049 6.2 1,300
(E7His---3>Gly)
Aplysia Mb 0.013 2.7 200 50 x CoMb >1,000
Glycera Mb 0.00089 5.2 5,800 50 x CoMb >1,000
Fe(PPIX-Im) 0.002 1.0 500
Toluene/Benzene
Fe(PF-Im)/
Co(PF) (I-Melm) 0.000022 0.58 27,000 140 240
M(PF)(I, 2-Me2Im) 0.0089 38 4,300 900 24
M(Bis-Poc)-
(I, 2-Me2Im) 0.0091 508 55,800
Fe(PPIX-Im)/
Co(PPIX) (I-Melm) 0.00025 5.6 22,000 18,000 3,200
M(CrCap)( I-Melm) 0.0054 23 4,200 140,000 6,100
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Structural parameters and features that determine the affinity of oxygen carriers.

distal effects. For convenience, the effects of crystal packing and the protein
matrix on porphyrin conformation will be discussed among the proximal effects,
although as nonbonded interactions they properly are distal effects.

To a first approximation, the effects of substituents on the porphyrin ring,
as transmitted through bonds to the metal center, do not perturb the ligand bind
ing properties as much as do distal effects. 170 Thus substituents, such as vinyl
and propionic-acid groups on protoporphyrin IX and o-pivalamidophenyl pick
ets, are ignored; one porphyrin is much like another. At the end of this subsec
tion the various ways ligand affinity may be modulated will be summarized in
an augmented version of Figure 4.3.

1. Proximal effects

Few molecules have had their conformational properties characterized as
exhaustively as have metalloporphyrins.
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a. Porphyrin Conformation and M-Np Separations The cyclic aromatic 24
atom porphyrinato skeleton offers a tightly constrained metal-binding site. The
conformation of least strain is planar, and the radius of the hole of the dianion
is close to 2.00 A,11O leading to metal-porphyrinato nitrogen-atom separations,
M-Np , of 2.00 A if the metal is centered in the square plane defined by the four
porphyrinato nitrogen atoms. Small deviations from planarity are generally ob
served and attributed to crystal packing effects; large deviations may be induced
by bulky substituents on the porphyrin skeleton, especially at the meso posi
tions, by the crystal matrix,6s or by the highly anisotropic protein matrix. The
2.00 A radius hole neatly accommodates low-spin (S = 0) and intermediate
spin (S = 1) iron(II), low-spin (S = !) iron(III), and cobalt(II) and cobalt(III)
ions.9]* With few exceptions the metal is centered in or above the central hole
for mononuclear porphyrin species; only rarely do M-Np bonds show a signifi
cant (though still small) scatter about their mean value.

b. M ... Porph Displacement For five-coordinate complexes the magni
tude of the displacement of the metal from the plane of the four nitrogen atoms,
M ... porph, is a consequence of the electronic configuration of MLs com
plexes. Of course, the effect is augmented if the 3dx2- y 2 orbital (directed along
M-Np bonds, Figure 4.16) is occupied. Compare a displacement of 0.14 A for
Co(TPP)(1,2-Me2Im) (no 3dx2-v2 occupancy)]]] with 0.43 A for Fe(PF)(2-MeIm)
(3dx2- v2 occupied). 169 For six-c~ordinate complexes where the two axial ligands,
L1 and L2, are different, the M . . . porph displacement usually reflects relative
trans influences.

Generally, displacement of the metal from the plane of the porphyrinato
nitrogen atoms is within 0.04 A of the displacement from the 24-atom mean
plane of the entire porphyrin skeleton. On occasions this second displacement
may be much larger, for example in Fe(TPP)(2-MeIm), where it is 0.15 A largerllO

than it is for Fe(PF)(2-MeIm). This effect is called doming, and it is usually
attributed to crystal packing forces. Interaction of the porphyrin with protein
side chains leads to considerable doming or folding of the heme in vertebrate
hemoglobins.

c. M-L Separations The metal-axial ligand separations, M-L (when more
than one, L] denotes the heterocyclic axial base), are dependent on the nature
of the ligand, L. When L1and L2 are different, the M-L separations are sensitive
to the relative trans influences of L1 and L2 as well as to steric factors. For

* In order to accommodate smaller ions, such as nickel(II), the porphyrin skeleton may contract by ruf
fling, with little loss of aromaticity; like a pleated skirt the pyrrole rings rotate alternately clockwise and
counterclockwise about their respective M-Np vectors. This distortion leaves the four porphyrinato nitrogen
atoms, Np , still coplanar, Alternatively, the porphyrin skeleton may buckle to give a saddle conformation; the
Np atoms may acquire a small tetrahedral distortion in this process. M-Np bonds as short as 1.92 Ahave been
observed. Metals with one or two electrons in their 3dx2 _ y2 orbital have a radius larger than 2.00 A. In order
to accommodate them in the plane of the porphyrin, the porphyrin skeleton expands. M-Np separations as long
as 2.07 A may occur with the metal still centered in the plane of the Np atoms. 110
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example, for Fe(TPP)(l-Melmh, the Fe-N1m bond length is 2.016(5) A,IIO

whereas for Fe(TPP)(l-Melm)(NO) it is 2.180(4) A.ll1 For sterically active li
gands, such as 2-methylimidazole compared to I-methylimidazole (4.34), the
longer Co-N1m bond occurs for the 2-Melm ligand because of steric clash
between the 2-methyl group and the porphyrin. III

It is possible that combinations of intrinsic bonding and steric factors may
give rise to a double minimum and two accessible axial ligand conformations
(see Figure 4.26). This situation seems to occur in the solid state for Fe(PF)(2-
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Figure 4.26
Two arrangements of axial ligands. The right-hand side features
a short L2 and long L I; the left-hand side the opposite.

Melm)(02)' EtOH, where a short Fe-N1m and a long Fe-O bond are ob
served both from the structure revealed by single-crystal x-ray diffraction meth
ods and by EXAFS data. On the other hand, for solvate-free Fe(PF)(2-MeIm)(02)
and for Fe(PF)(l,2-Me2Im)(02)' the EXAFS patterns are interpreted in terms of
a short Fe-O and long Fe-1m bond.l?l

d. The Angle <P This parameter is the minimum angle that the plane of the
axial base (e.g., pyridine, substituted imidazole, etc.) makes with a plane de
fined by the Np , M, and L l atoms (Figure 4.25).65 If there are two axial ligands,
e.g., l-methylimidazole and O2, then, as before, the angle the axial base makes
is denoted <PI and the other angle <P2. For a linear CO ligand bound perpendic
ularly to the porphyrin plane, <P2 is undefined. Note that the orientation of the
second ligand is influenced by distal effects.

When <P = 0, the axial base eclipses a pair of M-Np bonds; contacts with
the porphyrin are maximized. When <p = 45°, contacts are minimized. Unless
the axial base has a 2-substituent, however, the contacts are not excessively
close for any value of <p. With a 2-methyl substituent, the contacts are suffi
ciently severe that the M-NL1 vector is no longer perpendicular to the porphyrin
plane, and the imidazole group is rotated so that the M-NL1 vector no longer
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approximately bisects the imidazole C-N-C bond angle, as illustrated III

Figure 4.25. 110,172

2. Distal effects

Distal effects arise from noncovalent interactions of the coordinated dioxy
gen, carbon monoxide, or other ligand with its surroundings. The protein ma
trix, the pickets, and the caps are functionally equivalent to an anisotropic sol
vent matrix that contains a variety of solutes. The limits of this simplification
are illustrated in the following example. The electronically similar cobalt meso-,
deutero-, and protoporphyrin IX complexes bind dioxygen with similar affinities
under identical solvent conditions. When they are embedded in globin, larger
differences in affinity and changes in cooperativity are observed. 170 These ef
fects are attributed to the slightly different nestling of the porphyrin molecules
in the cleft in hemoglobin or, in the generalization introduced, to slightly dif
ferent solvation effects.

Interaction of the coordinated O2 or CO molecule with solvent molecules or
with the protein has a profound influence on kinetics and thermodynamics (see
Figure 4.24, and Tables 4.2 and 4.5). As discussed earlier, there is accumula
tion of negative charge on the dioxygen ligand. The possibility then arises for
stabilization of coordination through hydrogen bonding or dipolar interactions
with solute molecules,175 porphyrin substituents (such as amide groups in the
picket-fence porphyrins 176 and some species of strapped porphyrins 161), or with
protein residues* (such as histidine). 167.177-179

Destabilization of coordinated ligands and lowered affinity can result if the
coordinated ligand is unable, through steric clash, to achieve its optimum ster
eochemistry or if the closest neighboring groups are electronegative, as are the
ether and ester linkages on capped porphyrins. 31 ,180 We will describe in detail
in the next subsection (III. C) the fascinating variety of means by which ligand
binding is modulated by distal amino-acid residues.

3. Approximate contributions of proximal and distal effects to ligand
affinity

Dissimilar systems may show similar affinities for a ligand as a result of a
different mix of the proximal and distal effects enumerated above. These effects
are not all of equal magnitude, and an attempt is made here to show the incre
ment in free energy that occurs if the effect is manifest in the deoxy or liganded
state of Figure 4.3. Increasing the free energy of the deoxy state while holding
that of the liganded state constant leads to an increase in affinity. The reference
state is gaseous Fe(TPP)(I-Me1m). The magnitude and sign of these effects are
shown in Figure 4.27. For the coordination of alkylisocyanide molecules to

* For Glycera CoMb02 no change in EPR parameters occurs on substituting D20 for H20.!6S No hydrogen
bond between O2 and a distal group comparable in strength to that in whale CoMb02 was inferred,
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Proximal and distal effects on the ligand affinities.

hemoglobin, the steric effects of different alkyl groups have been quantified. 35
Lowered affinity occurs with increasing alkyl chain length, with the exception
of methyl isocyanide.

C. Detailed Structures of Hemoglobins and Model Systems

With thermodynamic background and general structural features relevant to li
gand affinity enumerated, attention may now be turned to the detailed structural
aspects of the active site and its surroundings. As was shown crudely in Figure
4.3, the ligand affinity of an iron porphyrin may be perturbed either by modu
lating the structure of the deoxy material or by modulating the structure and
surroundings of the liganded material or both. The model systems provide the
reference points against which the protein structures may be compared.

1. Structures relevant to deoxy hemoglobins

The structure of the picket-fence porphyrin compound, Fe(PF)(2-MeIm), is
shown in Figure 4.28. 172 Minus the pickets, it is essentially a magnified view
of the active site of deoxymyoglobin, shown in Figure 4.29. 181 Some metrical
details of these structures, of a very similar unsubstituted tetraphenylpor
phyrin, I 10 and of several other deoxyhemoglobins I Ie, 182-185 are listed in Table
4.7. In general they are all similar, but important differences exist.

In all structures, except deoxyerythrocruorin,183 the iron atom is displaced
about 0.4 to 0.5 Afrom the plane of the porphyrin toward the axial base. For
deoxyerythrocruorin the displacement is less than half this, perhaps because the
water molecule is weakly coordinated to the iron center.
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Figure 4.29
Structure of metmyoglobin and deoxymyoglobin at 2.0 Aresolution near the heme. \8\a Solid
bonds are for metmyoglobin; open bonds for deoxymyoglobin. Note the water molecule coordi
nated to the iron center and hydrogen bonded to the distal imidazole group in metmyoglobin.
Reproduced with permission from T. Takano, J. Mol. Biol. 110 (1977), 569-584.

An imidazole group from a histidine residue-the distal histidine E7 in po
sition 7 on helix labeled E-hovers over the binding site for most vertebrate
hemoglobins, except for genetically engineered mutants of human hemoglobin
(j3E7His -? Gly), pathological mutant hemoglobins, such as hemoglobin Zurich
(j3E7His -? Arg), and some others, such as elephant hemoglobin. Long be
lieved to be noncoordinating, this distal histidine may, in fact, coordinate weakly
to the Fe center at low temperature. 159 In the a chains of human deoxyhemoglo-

Table 4.7
Metrical details of deoxyhemoglobins and their models a

Resol. Fe;Np Fe ... Porp DOl!Jing Fe-Nhn </> Tilt
Compound (;\) (A) (;\) (A) (;\) (deg) (deg)

Fe(PF)(2-Melm) 2.072(5) 0.43 0.03 2.095(6) 22.8 9.6
Fe(TPP)(2-Melm) 2.086(6) 0.40 0.13 2.161(5) 7.4 10.3

Mb 1.4 2.03(10) 0.42 0.08 2.22 19 11
Er' .. H2O 1.4 2.02 0.17 -0.06 2.25 7 3
HbA (a' .. H2O) 1.74 2.08(3) 0.40(5) 0.16(6) 2.16(6) 18(1 ) 12(2)

(f3) 2.05(3) 0.36(5) 0.10(6) 2.09(6) 24(1) 11(2)
CoHbb 2.5 0.14(5) 0.13 2.24(6)

Co(TPP)( I-Melm) 1.977(6) 0.13 0.01 2.157(3) 3.8 0

Co(TPP)(I, 2-Me2Im) 1.985(3) 0.15 0.05 2.216(2) 10

a See Figure 4.25 for definition of symbols.
b From a difference refinement of CoHb vs. Hb, where the difference in metal-to-porphyrin-plane separation was

0.24(2);\ and the difference in M-N1m was 0.13(4) A. Doming is similar to Hb.
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bin, hemoglobin A, a water molecule is found in the binding cavity. 182 For
many years the binding cavity has been referred to as the hydrophobic pocket
literally, water-hating. Although many hydrophobic groups, such as valine, leu
cine, isoleucine, and phenylalanine are positioned over the porphyrin, the im
mediate environment around the binding site is, in fact, polar, with the distal
histidine and associated water molecules, as well as the heme group itself. As
will be shown in the next section, the label "hydrophobic pocket" becomes
more misleading when the interaction of coordinated ligands with distal groups
is examined.

The orientation of the axial base, angle 1>1, is similar for Fe(PF)(2-MeIm)
and for several vertebrate deoxyhemoglobins. On the other hand, Fe(TPP)(2
Melm) and deoxyerythrocruorin have a similar eclipsed axial-base orientation.
At least for five-coordinate species, where the iron center is substantially out of
the porphyrin plane, orientation of the axial base does not invariably induce
structural perturbations, e.g., doming, in the porphyrin skeleton.

The conformation of the protein chain is such that the proximal histidine in
deoxyhemoglobin coordinates in a slightly tilted manner,182,186 comparable to
the tilt that the sterically active 2-methyl substituent induces in the synthetic
systems. 172 Clearly, coordination of the histidine to the heme in a symmetric
manner, as would be expected in the absence of the protein constraints, does
not produce the conformation of lowest free energy for the whole molecule.

2. Structures relevant to liganded hemoglobins

a. Stereochemistry of the Active Site Before the advent of techniques that
enabled the preparation and stabilization of oxyhemoglobin crystals, key infor
mation on the probable structure of oxyhemoglobin and thence on the mecha
nism of cooperativity was extrapolated from structures of methemoglobin
derivatives II and from various five- and six-coordinate cobalt-porphyrinato
complexes. llO,112,113 The structures of these met derivatives have proved to be
similar to that of oxyhemoglobin, at least in the stereochemistry of the metal
loporphyrinato species and for the protein tertiary and quaternary structure as
well.

Tw<, synthetic iron-dioxygen adducts built from the picket-fence porphyrins
have been structurally characterized. 172 ,18? The high, effectively fourfold sym
metry of the binding pocket in these systems results in fourfold disorder of the
angularly coordinated dioxygen molecule, and precludes the precise and accu
rate measurements of the Fe-O-O angle and 0-0 separation that are grist
to the theoretical mills. * Figure 4.28B illustrates the stereochemistry for one
conformer. Subsequently, the structures of several dioxygen adducts of biolog-

* On the other hand, very precisely described mononuclear I: I cobalt-dioxygen complexes invariably
have been crystallized from dipolar aprotic solvents. Protic species, especially water, promote dimerization
and, additionally for iron systems, irreversible oxidation. Although several Co-02 structures with tetra
dentate square-planar Schiff bases are very precisely known, the environment around the dioxygen bears little
resemblance to that in the quasibiological system, Co hemoglobin.



Figure 4.30
Molecular structure of Fe(TPP)(py)(CO), a
model for unhindered coordination of CO. 118
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ical oxygen carriers have been determined.183.188-191 Although the dioxygen moiety
is usually ordered, the precision is tantalizingly just less than that needed to
decide whether the apparently more-linear geometry seen for oxyerythrocruorin 183
and oxyhemoglobin 190 is significantly different from that for oxymyoglobin 188
and therefore attributable to the water molecule or imidazole that is hydrogen
bonded to the coordinated dioxygen ligand. Nonetheless, several interesting dif
ferences emerge.

The axial base in oxymyoglobin and oxyhemoglobin is almost eclipsed; that
is, </>1 = 0°. The axial base has moved from a tilted position in deoxyhemoglo
bin to a symmetric one in oxyhemoglobin. In the absence of steric constraints,
the iron atom is essentially in the center of the porphyrin plane for Fe(PF)( 1
MeIm)(02), oxymyoglobin, and oxyhemoglobin. For the 2-methyl analogue,
Fe(PF)(2-MeIm)(02), the iron remains significantly out of the plane, as also
appears to occur for oxyerythrocruorin.

In the structure of Fe(TPP)(Py)(CO), Figure 4.30, a model for carbonyl
hemoglobins, the iron atom is in the plane and the Fe-C == 0 bond is linear
and perpendicular, as expected. 118 Not so for carbonyl hemoglobins, where the
blob of electron density that is identified with the coordinated carbon monoxide
lies substantially off the normal to the porphyrin. We return to this point shortly.
In general, with the exception of the coordinated ligand, the structures of six
coordinate low-spin hemoglobins, whether FeU or Fe III, are similar. Indeed, the
refined structures of oxy- and carbonmonoxyhemoglobin are superimposable within
experimental uncertainties, except in the immediate vicinity of the diatomic li
gand. Some metrical details are given in Table 4.8. llc ,118,121.172.183,187,188,190-192



Table 4.8
Metrical details of selected liganded hemoglobins and their models a

Resol. Fe:Np Fe-pprph DOf!ling Fe-L, Fe-L2 Fe-XY 0, 02 Tilt
Compound A A A A A A deg. deg. deg. deg.

Dioxygen adducts

Fe(PF)(1- - 1.98(1) -0.03 0.02 2.07(2) 1.75(2) 131(2) 20 45 0

Melm)(02)
Fe(PF)(2- - 1.996(4) 0.09 0.02 2.107(4) 1.898(7) 129(1 ) 22 45 7
Melm)(02)
Mb02 1.6 1.95(6) 0.18(3) 0.01 2.07(6) 1.83(6) 115(4) 1 ~O 4

EXAFS 2.02(2) 2.06(2) 1.80(2) 123(4)

148(8?

Er02 1.4 2.04 0.38 -0.08 2.1 1.8 150 7 3

Hb02 a 2.1 1.99(5) 0.12(8) 0.04 1.94(9) 1.66(8) 153(7) 11 0 3

f3 1.96(6) -0.11(8) 0.11 2.07(9) 1.87(3) 159(12) 27 45 5
EXAFS 1.99(2) 2.05(2) 1.82(2) 122(4)

143(8)b

[a-Fe02Mf3-Feh a 2.1 2.04(4) 0.19(5) 0.17(5) 2.24(10) 1.82(4) 153(4) 6 11

f3 0.3 2.2
Carbonmonoxy adducts
MbCO 1.5 1.97(3) 0.00 0.03 2.2 1.9 140 30

EXAFS 2.01 (2) 2.20(2) 1.93(2) 127(4)
145(8) b

EreO 1.4 2.01 -0.11 -0.10 2.1 2.2 161 (9) 7
HbCO a 2.2 2.02 -0.10 1.95 1.83 175(15)

f3 2.03 0.10 2.20 1.70 171(15)

[a-Nil [f3-FeCO] a 2.6

f3 0.15 0.12 2.23(5)

Fe(TPP)(Py)(CO) 2.02(3) -0.02 -0.02 2.10(2) 1.77(2) 179(2) 45 ~O

EXAFS 2.02(2) - 2.09(2) 1.81 (2) 138(6)
180(II)b

Fe(poc)(1,2-Melm)(CO) 1.973(8) 0.001 2.079(5) 1.768(7) 172.5(6)
Fe(C2Cap)( 1-Melm)(CO) 1.990(7) 0.01 2.043(6) 1.742(7) 172.9(6)

1.988( 13) 0.02 2.041(5) 1.748(7) 175.9(6)

a See Figure 4.25 for definition of symbols.
b Alternative interpretation of EXAFS data.
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b. Interactions of Coordinated Ligands with Distal Groups Without ex
ception to date (but see footnote 1 in Reference 168), in structurally character
ized oxyhemoglobins, the coordinated dioxygen ligand is hydrogen-bonded to
the distal histidine or to a water molecule--even though theoretical calculations
show that hydrogen bonding would destabilize M-02 moieties. 192 This univer
sal observation of hydrogen bonding in these biological systems is consistent
with notions that electron density accumulates on the dioxygen molecule upon
coordination. Given the errors associated with atomic positions (at best, ± 0.20 A)
the x-ray crystallographic evidence could be equivocal, since hydrogen atoms
on the distal imidazole are not observed. There are at least three lines of evi
dence that support the existence of a specific O2 ... HN interaction. First, the
EPR spectrum of cobalt oxyhemoglobin indicates that the coordinated dioxygen
is hydrogen-bonded to something. 177

-
179 Second, and more directly, in the neu

tron-diffraction structure of oxymyoglobin,189 where hydrogen and especially
deuterium nuclides scatter strongly, the imino hydrogen or deuteron was located
on the nitrogen atom closest to the coordinated dioxygen, as illustrated in Figure
4.31A. In contrast, in the neutron-diffraction structure of carbonmonoxymy
oglobin, the alternative imidazole tautomer was observed (Figure 4.3IB). 125,189
The absence of hydrogen bonding of the distal imidazole residue with the co
ordinated CO molecule is consistent with other lines of evidence that there is
little accumulation of electron density on the carbonyl ligand. Third, but less
directly, genetically engineered mutants have been produced in which the distal
histidine has been replaced by glycine-sperm whale Mb E7His-....? Gly, and HbA
Q'E7His-....?Gly and HbA /3E7His-....?Gly.35b,192 For the myoglobin mutant, the O2
binding rate constant at room temperature increases by an order of magnitude,
but the dissociation rate constant increases by two orders of magnitude, leading
to a decrease in affinity of more than an order of magnitude, as derived from
kon/koff' This leads to an estimate of the free energy associated with hydrogen
bonding of

flG [
PlIi0 2)-Native] 15k IRTiog = . ca /mol.
P 1d 0 2)-Mutant

In addition, this mutant myoglobin autooxidizes rapidly compared to the native
one. On the other hand, the affinity for CO is greatly increased, leading to a
value of M for the mutant of 1300, compared to 16 for the native. Thus the
distal histidine stabilizes a coordinated O2 ligand by hydrogen bonding and des
tabilizes a coordinated CO ligand by steric clash.

A similar discrimination is seen for the Q' chains of the hemoglobin mutant
in the binding of the fourth O2 or CO molecule. For the /3 chains little difference
is seen relative to the native protein: hydrogen bonding between the distal his
tidine and the coordinated dioxygen ligand appears to be much weaker in /3
chains, as evidenced by longer N(H) ... 0 separations than those seen in the
Q' chains. Comparison of the crystal structures of the native and mutant
Q'2(/3E7His-....? GlYh structures reveals negligible changes in the distal environ-
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Figure 4.31
(A) The hydrogen bonding interaction between coordinated dioxygen and the distal histidine.
(B) The interaction of coordinated carbon monoxide and the distal histidine, showing the ab
sence of hydrogen bonding. (C) Stereodiagram of a neutron-difference density map for oxymy
oglobin. The refined structure showing the FeOz and distal histidine moieties is superimposed.
The imidazole deuterium atom is arrowed. 189 Reproduced with permission from S. E. V. Phil
lips and B. P. Schoenborn, Nature 292 (1981), 81-82.

ment, except for that occasioned by the replacement of -CHZ-C3NzH3 (his
tidine side chain) by -H (glycine side chain).

Studies of hemoglobin mutants where the nonpolar distal residue ,BValEll
(-CH(CH3h) is replaced by alanine (-CH3), isoleucine (-CH(CH3)CHzCH3),

and leucine (-CHzCH(CH3h) reveal that this valine offers steric hindrance to
oxygen binding in the T state.
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(4.50)o
4'

N-Fe-Cor

Whereas the angularly coordinated O2 ligand fits comfortably around the
distal histidine, a perpendicular and linear CO moiety cannot. Either the distal
histidine rotates out of the way, or the CO tilts off axis, or the Fe-C == 0
group bends, or some combination of these occurs. Notwithstanding the absence
of bent M-CO moieties in the inorganic literature, reports of strongly bent
M-CO groups appear in the biochemical literature. 122-127 The controversy is
illustrative of the synergistic interplay of data from models and proteins, and
the importance of examining a problem with a miscellany of techniques. The
molecular orbital model of ligand-metal interactions presented in Figure 4.22
does not preclude a bent M-C==O moiety on symmetry grounds. Groups re
lated to CO can bend; the normally linearly coordinated SCN - moiety has been
observed 194 to become strongly bent under severe steric stress, with an
Fe-N-CS of 140°. Unfortunately, the resolution in protein crystal structures
is not sufficient to distinguish unequivocally a linear tilted stereochemistry from
a bent one or from a combination of tilt and bend. Studies by the XANES
technique have been interpreted in terms of a bent Fe-C == 0 moiety (150°)

~o
cY"

/
N-Fe

both in MbCO 127 and in the CO adduct of a chelated heme in micelles, the
latter being an especially surprising result. From EXAFS data on a number of
carbonyl adducts, two interpretations were offered: linear or moderately bent
(150°) FeCO moieties for unhindered model systems, and moderately bent or
strongly bent (130°) FeCO moieties for hindered synthetic and biological sys
tems. 195 In the crystal structure of MbCO at 1.5 Aresolution,122 the CO group
is disordered, and Fe-C == 0 angles of 120° and 140° were proposed, although
the alternative model of tilted, nearly linear Fe-C == 0 stereochemistry could
not be eliminated, and is indeed far more likely to account for the off-axis
nature of the oxygen position. Vibrational spectroscopy confirms the existence
of two major configurations, and indicates a third minor configuration of the
Fe-C == 0 moiety in MbCO. 196 An elegant infrared study of the polarization
of reattached carbon-monoxide molecules following photolysis of MbCO by lin
early polarized light at 10 K gave tilt angles of the CO vector with respect to
the heme normal of 15(3t, 28(2)°, and 33(4t for the three conformational sub
states; 196b the former two values were confirmed in a similar study at room
temperature. 196c Note that these studies do not yield the tilt of the Fe-C bond
to the heme normal.

In three synthetic compounds with severe steric hindrance, the extent of
bending and tilting of the Fe-CO moiety is small. In one nonporphyrinic sys
tem the Fe-C==O group is bent by 9.4(5t and tilted by 4.20.121a In Fe(Poc
PF)(l,2-Me2Im)(CO) the Fe-C == 0 angle is 172.5(6t and modest tilting of
the Fe-CO group and substantial buckling of the porphyrin ring are appar
ent. 121b In Fe(C2Cap)((1-MeIm)(CO) the two independent Fe-C==O angles are
172.9(6t and 175.9(6t and modest tilting of the Fe-CO group is again ap
parent. 121d
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From a detailed analysis of the force constants describing the vibrational
spectroscopy for the Fe-CO moiety, values of 171 Q for the Fe-CO angle,
9.5° for the tilt, and 11° for porphyrin buckling were calculated for MbCO. l21c

These results are particularly important, for in a model complex very closely
related to Fe(Poc-PF)(l,2-Me2Im)(CO), just mentioned, an EXAFS study 195

suggested an Fe-C == 0 bond angle of 127(4t; that same study ascribed an
Fe-C == 0 bond angle of around 130° to MbCO. The structure of carbonmo
noxyhemoglobin, Hb(CO)4' now is interpreted in terms of a nearly linear tilted
geometry. 192 Clearly the geometry of attachment of CO to hemoglobins is per
turbed by the surroundings of the ligand-binding site and hence the affinity of
hemoglobins for CO is also perturbed. Unfortunately, a clear resolution of the
geometry of the Fe-CO moiety in MbCO does not exist yet.

D. Stereochemical Changes Upon Ligation

Upon binding a second axial ligand, the iron center together with the axial base
move toward the plane of the porphyrin, initiating a change in spin state from
high-spin to low-spin when the sixth ligand is O2 or CO or any other strong
ligand with an even number of valence electrons. Given these general features,
what are the structural differences between systems that bind O2 with high affin
ity and those that bind O2 with low affinity? The answers to this question are
relevant to understanding at the molecular level the mechanism of cooperativity,
where a low-affinity conformation, the T state, and a high-affinity conformation,
the R state, are in dynamic equilibrium in one tetrameric molecule. In looking
at crystallographic data one sees a particular conformation frozen in the crystal,
usually the one of lowest free energy among many in equilibrium in the solution
state. The R ~ T equilibrium for hemoglobin is moderately rapid, at 4 x 10 3 S - 1;

hemocyanin also switches quaternary conformations with a similar rate con
stant.4

Human hemoglobins are a heterogeneous group. Many mutants are known,
and several have been structurally characterized. A structural alteration that af
fects the equilibrium between Rand T states has a marked effect on ligand
affinity and cooperativity in hemoglobin. If a specific amino-acid substitution
destabilizes the T state, then the transition to the R state will occur earlier in the
ligation process, and the hemoglobin will have an increased oxygen affinity.
Hemoglobin Kempsey is an example. In this mutant an aspartic acid on the f3
chain is replaced by asparagine. Conversely, if the R state is destabilized, then
the hemoglobin will have a lowered oxygen affinity. Hemoglobin Kansas is an
example. Here an asparagine on the f3 chain has been replaced by threonine. 9

1. Structural changes in normal-affinity systems

It was proposed earlier that the molecule Fe(PF)(l-MeIm)(02) in the solid
or solution state was a fair approximation to the reference gas-phase molecule.
The axial base, although not oriented for minimization of contacts with the
porphyrin (i.e., </> = 45°), is well-removed from an eclipsing orientation where
</> = 0 ± 10°; the Fe atom is centered in the plane of a highly planar porphyrin;
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the O2 ligand is oriented' for minimization of contacts with the porphyrin, and
its geometry is largely unconstrained by distal groups (the pickets); no groups
are hydrogen-bonded to the axial base. The major difference from the reference
state is that there is a significant attractive interaction between the electronega
tive dioxygen moiety and the amide groups on the pickets, and a smaller repul
sive interaction with the picket t-butyl groups. 176

For the CO adduct, contacts with the pickets are all at ideal van der Waals'
separations and the Fe-CO moiety is free to assume its normal linear geome
try. For CO binding the reference molecule is again the carbonyl adduct of the
iron picket-fence porphyrinato molecule. In contrast to O2 binding, there are no
specific distal effects, such as hydrogen bonding, by which CO affinity may be
increased; there remain many ways, as with O2 binding, by which CO affinities
may be reduced. Thus, the CO binder with highest affinity is the iron picket
fence porphyrin.

The O2 affinities of myoglobin, R-state hemoglobin, and the Fe(PF)(l-MeIm)
system are similar. However, the means by which this is achieved are different,
and this difference is reflected most clearly in the kinetics of binding and release
of O2 , which for Mb are much slower. The similarities and differences are
summarized in Table 4.9, which is culled from Tables 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5.

Table 4.9
Comparison of the picket-fence porphyrin system with Mb.

Fe(PF-Im)" Fe(Poc-PF)
Characteristic Mb Fe(PF)(l-Melm) (I-Melm)

P1d02), Torr 0.7 0.58 0.36

P1dCO), Torr 0.018 0.000022 0.0015
kon(02), J.LM -I S-I IS 430 2.2
kofr(0 2), S-I 10 2,900 9
kon(CO), J.LM -I S - 1 0.50 36 0.58
kofrCCO), S-I 0.015 0.0078 0.0086
Solvent H2O/P04 3 - toluene toluene

Loeal environment His (H2O) H-N(amide) H-N (amide)

polar, protic polar, aprotic phenyl

O2 ... distal, A 2.97(18) NH 4.06(5)

CH3 2.67(6)
CO ... distal, A(calc.) 2.7 NH 5.0

CH3 3.3

Fe-N1m(deoxy), A 2.22 2.095(6)

Fe-N1m(oxy), A 2.07(6) 2.07(2)

Fe-O, A 1.83(6) 1.75(2)

<Plm(deoxy), deg 19° 22.8°

<Plm(OXY), deg 1° 20°

<P02' deg ~Oo 45°

Fe ... porph(deoxy), A 0.42 0.43
Fe ... porph(oxy), A 0.18 -0.03

" Solution state studies on Fe(PF-Im). Structural details on Fe(PF)(l-Melm)(02)
and Fe(PF)(2-Melm).
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For the cobalt-dioxygen derivative, the putative hydrogen bonding between
the dioxygen and the amide groups of the pickets assumes greater importance
because the coordinated dioxygen is substantially more negative. Again the picket
fence porphyrin, being structurally characterized, is the reference system. Al
though no Co picket-fence porphyrin structures have been determined, the struc
tures may be predicted with confidence from the iron analogues together with
related structures of COlI and COllI tetraphenylporphyrinato systems. *

2. Structural changes in low-affinity systems

The 2-methyl substituent on 2-methylimidazole is not sterically active in the
five-coordinate structures Fe(PF)(2-MeIm) and Fe(TPP)(2-MeIm), since the iron
atom is displaced from the plane of the porphyrin by the expected amount and
the Fe-N1m bond is unstretched and similar to that in deoxyhemoglobin (low
O2 affinity) and deoxyMb (higher O2 affinity). Moreover, resonance Raman
measurements also indicate little strain t in this bond. 200 In other words, there is
no "tension at the heme," a key concept in early discussions of cooperativity
before structures on model systems and high-resolution, refined protein struc
tures became available. IIa On moving into the plane of the porphyrin upon oxy
genation, the 2-methyl substituent prevents the Fe-imidazole group from achiev
ing its optimum geometry with the iron at the center of the porphyrin hole, as
seen in the structure of Fe(PF)(l-MeIm)(02)' Thus, the sterically active 2-methyl
substituent leads to lowered O2 (and CO) affinity relative to the I-methyl ana
logue. In metrical terms the lowered affinity is reflected in an increase in the
sum of the axial bond lengths from 1.75 + 2.07 = 3.82 A to
1.90 + 2.11 = 4.01 A.

In the crystal structure of Fe(C2Cap)(l-MeIm)(CO) the cap is about 5.6 A
from the porphryin plane. I2Id Hence, in the crystal structures of the free base
H2(C2Cap)201a and FeCI(C2Cap)20Ib species, in which the cap is screwed down
to approximately 4.0 A from the porphyrin plane, considerable conformational
rearrangement of the cap and the four chains attaching it to the porphyrin is
needed to provide room for a small ligand such as CO. This is even more
pronounced in a Co(C3Cap) complex where the cap is only 3.49 A from the
mean porphyrin plane. 202 Thus not only is affinity for CO lowered, but some
additional discrimination against it is induced, since a linear, perpendicular co
ordination creates considerable strain energy elsewhere in the molecule.

For the pocket porphyrin (Figure 4.23), structural data are available on the

* For CoHb02 , single-crystal EPR spectra have been interpreted in terms of a nearly triangularly coordi
nated O2,'97 although a crystal structure of CoMb02 shows a bent CoOO group.'98 There is no precedent for
this triangular arrangement in any Colll-superoxo (02 ' ) system, whereas there are many for angularly coor
dinated O2 in electronically not dissimilar square-planar Schiff-base systems 66 Regardless of geometry, the
picket amide ... O2 contacts do not change substantially.

t Shortly (10- 9_10- 12 s) after a ligand dissociates, a large difference in v(Fe-N ,m) between Rand T
structures is observed, prior to relaxation to the equilibrium Rand T conformations. 199
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carbonyl adduct. 12lb The CO ligand is unable to achieve the linear perpendicular
geometry seen in the high-affinity picket-fence porphyrin derivative, Fe(PF)(l
MeIm)(CO), IIO and distortion of the porphyrin core is greater. In the pocket
porphyrin system, O2 affinity is unaffected, but CO affinity is lowered.

The crystal structure of partially oxygenated hemoglobin, [a-Fe02h[t3-Feh, 191a

reveals that the quaternary structure, except in the immediate vicinity of the a
hemes, which have O2 coordinated, resembles that of T-state deoxyhemoglobin
rather than R-state liganded hemoglobin. In accord with the low affinity of T
state hemoglobin, the Fe--Nlm bonds for the six-coordinate a-hemes at 2.37 A
are significantly longer than those in fully oxygenated R-state oxyhemoglobin,
[a-Fe02h[l3-Fe02h in the notation above, (1.94 (a-hemes) and 2.06 A (13 hemes»
and that found in oxymyoglobin (2.07 A). In contrast to the R-state structure
and oxyMb, the a-hemes are folded as seen in the deoxy parent, leaving the Fe
still substantially displaced (0.2 A) from the plane of the four pyrrole nitrogen
atoms. The deoxyhemoglobin T-state quaternary structure also has been ob
served in two other partially liganded hybrid hemoglobins, [a-FeCOh
[f3-Mn(II)h203 and [a-Nih[f3-FeCOh- 191d Again, structural changes upon coor
dination do not propagate beyond the immediate vicinity of the liganded heme
to the critical alf32 interfaces.

Note that although the crystal structure of hemoglobin A reveals that access
to the binding site for the 13 chains is blocked by groups at the entrance to the
cavity above the iron center, this does not prevent facile access to the binding
site; the rate of O2 binding is slowed by a factor of only five. A similar situation
occurs also for vertebrate myoglobins.

The large structural differences that exist between deoxy (n and oxy (R)
hemoglobin and the much smaller differences between deoxy (n and partially
liganded (n hybrid hemoglobin are shown in Figure 4.32. 203

Because of the steric hindrance afforded by the distal histidine, all biologi
cal systems have low affinity for CO relative to the picket-fence porphyrins,
with the exception of mutants where the distal histidine has been replaced by
glycine. Thus low affinity to CO is associated primarily with the inability of the
Fe-CO group to achieve its preferred linear geometry perpendicular to the por
phyrin.

Low-affinity O2binding in the hemoglobins appears to be associated with the
inability of the Fe-proximal histidine unit to move into the plane of the por
phyrin and less so to distal effects, such as a cavity too small to accommodate
the coordinated ligand. The blocked access to the site affects the kinetics but
not necessarily the thennodynamics of ligand binding, as evidenced by the structure
of T-state [a-Nih[f3-FeCOh- 19Id Some similarities between the structures and
properties of partially oxygenated (T-state) [a-Fe02h[f3-Feh hemoglobin and
Fe(PF)(2-MeIm)(02) are provided in Table 4.10. In the synthetic systems low
O2 affinity can be induced by 2-methyl substituents-a restraint on the move
ment of the Fe-imidazole moiety analogous to that provided by the protein chain.
A second means is by distal effects, such as caps and straps.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4.32
The effects of changes in ligation and in quaternary structure on stereochemistry in the vicinity
of a hemes: 203 (A) Stereodiagram of the large structural differences between deoxy T-state
(heavy lines) and oxy R-state hemoglobin (light lines). (B) Stereodiagram of the small structural
differences between deoxy T-state (heavy lines) and partially liganded T-state la-FeCOhll3-Mnh
hemoglobin (light lines). Reproduced with permission from A. Arnone et al., J. Mol. Biol. 188
(1986),693-706.
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Table 4.10
Comparison of the low-affinity picket-fence porphyrin system with low-affinity
(T-state) partially liganded hemoglobin.

Characteristic

PIl2(02), Torr

P II2(CO), Torr

kon(02), t-LM l S l

kofrC°z), S-l

kon(CO), t-LM - l s l

kofrCCO), s - l

Solvent

Local environment

O2 • • . distal, A

co ... distal, A

Fe-N1m(deoxy), A
Fe-N1m(oxy), A
Fe-O, A
<plm(deoxy), deg

<Plm(OXY), deg

<P02' deg

Fe porph(deoxy), A
Fe porph(oxy), A

HbA T

[a-Fe02h1I3-Feh

46, first O2

~0.7, 1st CO

2.9(a)

I 83(f3)

0.099
0.09
Tris buffer, pH 7,

no 2,3-DPG
histidine

polar
?

2.13(6) (average of a & f3)

2.24(10)
1.82(4)
21(3) (average of a & f3)
~6

?

0.38(5) (average of a & f3)

0.19(5)

Fe(PF)(2-Melm)
Fe(PF)(l ,2-Me2Im)"

38
0.0089
106
46,000
1.4

0.14
toluene

H-N(amide)

polar, aprotic

NH 3.88

CH3 2.77(3)
NH4.9

CH3 3.5
2.095(6)
2.107(4)
1.898(7)

22.8
22.2
45

0.43

0.09

" Ligand binding to Fe(PF)(l,2-Me2Im)

3. Structural changes in high-affinity systems

Few structural data are available for high-affinity oxygen carriers. The crys
tal structures of two leghemoglobin derivatives, a monomeric myoglobin-like
oxygen carrier found in the nitrogen-fixing nodules of legumes, are known at
2.0 and 3.3 A.Z04,Z05 The binding pocket appears more open, perhaps allowing
HzO to enter and partake in stronger hydrogen bonding than that offered by the
distal imidazole. Consistent with this notion is the more rapid rate of autoxida
tion observed for oxyleghemoglobin. Aplysia oxymyoglobin, which lacks a dis
tal histidine, also autoxidizes rapidly,2°4 although a distal arginine further along
the helix E, ElOArg, fulfills the role of the distal histidine by hydrogen bonding
to the sixth ligand, at least in the fluoride derivative, met-MbF.

Although no structural data are available, a tenfold increase in Oz affinity
was observed between an ester-strapped porphyrin, offering no hydrogen-bond
ing possibilities, and its confonnationally very similar amide analogue. Oz, .. amide
hydrogen bonding was demonstrated by means of NMR shift data (Zn and Fe-CO
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complexes vs. the Fe-02 complex) and from infrared spectroscopy, which
showed shifted amide N-H absorptions. 166

The specific structural features that lead to the extraordinarily high affinity
for O2 and low affinity for CO in hemoglobin Ascaris remain unidentified. This
high affinity is due to an extremely slow dissociation rate of O2 of only 0.Is - 1;
in most hemoglobins the rate is about 10 to 2,500 s ~ 1 (Table 4.2). Dioxygen
binding is thus close to irreversible. Figure 4.27 shows that hydrogen bonding
to the coordinated dioxygen ligand, unrestrained motion of the Fe-proximal his
tidine group into the plane of the porphyrin, hydrogen bonding to the proximal
histidine, and, in the deoxy form, compression of the Fe-Nrm bond and de
crease in the out-of-plane displacement of the Fe atom will all increase O2 affin
ity over that of a system where these effects are absent.

When hydrogen bonding is impossible, as in various synthetic systems (Ta
ble 4.5) as well as hemoglobin Glycera and Mb(E7His~Gly), O2 affinity is
much lower than when hydrogen bonding can occur (see Table 4.6), especially
for the cobalt analogues. But caution is needed in the absence of complete struc
tural information: the lowered affinity of Aplysia hemoglobin had been attributed
to the lack of a distal histidine and its attendant hydrogen-bonding capabilities.
However, the crystal structure reveals that an arginine residue, normally di
rected out into the solution, is capable of folding back into the ligand-binding
pocket and of hydrogen bonding to ligands at the sixth site. In oxyhemerythrin
the hydrogen bonding of the coordinated hydroperoxy group to the oxo bridge
linking the two iron atoms (Figure 4.lOB), described in Section II.F.I, may not
only increase the stability of oxyhemerythrin,146 but also facilitate electron transfer
that occurs in dioxygen binding. 205

IV. DIOXYGEN CARRIERS AND BIOINORGANIC CHEMISTRY

To the student the subject of biological and synthetic molecular-oxygen carriers
offers unusual insights into how bioinorganic chemistry works and what its aims
and uses are. First, consider another bioinorganic problem, that of the nature of
the blue copper proteins. When bioinorganic chemists entered the scene, the
nature, function, and structure of copper blues were largely unknown. To take
a Cu(lI) solution, add a nitrogen base, and obtain a spectrum that "resembled"
that of the proteins was not a contribution to the solution of the biological puz
zle, although it was the activity of some bioinorganic chemists. The difficulty
here was that too little was known about the protein system. But the challenge
did not diminish once the structure of a blue copper protein was known, for that
structure allowed definition of the active site, one that contained (in the oxidized
form) a Cu(lI) center surrounded by two imidazole, one cysteine, and one me
thionine residue. Now the bioinorganic chemist was faced with the formidable
(and still incompletely solved) synthetic problem of designing a tetradentate li
gand that (i) would present two N atoms, one thiolate S atom, and one thioether
SR2 group to a Cu(lI) center and (ii) would remain intact if the Cu(lI) center
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were reduced to Cu(I). If we could prepare such complexes, we would be in a
position to examine in some detail the effects on physical properties, such as
redox potentials or spectra, of chemical substitution. In other words, we could
learn about structure-function relationships in the copper blues. But the risks
involved included the possibility that the specially designed ligand, even if it
could be synthesized, might not bind Cu(Il) or Cu(l) in the desired manner.

Contrast such a situation with that of the oxygen carriers. Hemoglobin 208

and myoglobin 209 were the first crystallized proteins to have their structures
determined. Their functions were well-known. They had been studied by a wide
variety of physical techniques, in part because their structures were known, and
even before that because of their role in human health. The central tetradentate
ligand of the heme group, namely, the porphyrin, was well-defined and much
porphyrin chemistry was known. The structural puzzles that intrigued chemists
and biologists were not answered in the initial, early structural studies of the
proteins; for example, how is O2 bound and why is CO not bound more firmly?
Model chemistry in this area looked as though it would be easy; after all, the
metalloporphyrins were readily synthesized, and all one needed was an axial
base, some spectroscopic equipment, perhaps some single crystals, and then the
structure-function relationships in the biological oxygen carriers would be
understood! Indeed, as often happens, the situation was more complicated than
it appeared. The irreversible oxidation of iron porphyrins was a major stumbling
block to simple modeling. This obstacle was overcome in solution studies through
the use of low temperatures and aprotic solvents; some very useful measure
ments of O2 and CO binding were made on model systems in such solutions.
But in order to isolate oxygen complexes so that they could be studied by dif
fraction methods, another approach, that of synthesizing elaborated porphyrins,
such as those in Figure 4.23, was necessary. This task entailed difficult organic
chemistry that ultimately led to successful models that proved to be stable under
ambient conditions. From such models we have learned much about local ster
eochemistry and, through spectroscopic congruence, about the biological sys
tems. In short, bioinorganic chemistry has made a major contribution to the
understanding of biological molecular-oxygen carriers, primarily because
knowledge of the biological systems was advanced, the systems "self-assem
ble," and the goals of the studies were well-defined.

The complementarity of the two approaches continues. There are several
unanswered questions, including:

(1) What is the structural basis for cooperativity? Indeed, is there a struc
tural basis at all, or is the ~ 6 kcallmol that represents the effect spread
over many interactions, so that there is no obvious structural effect to
be modeled?

(2) Can one design a model where hydrogen bonding to the bound O2 mol
ecule can be demonstrated by diffraction experiments? How will the
oxygen uptake properties depend on the strength of the hydrogen bond?
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(3) Can one design a "high-affinity" model system? What will this tell us
about the largely ill-defined high-affinity systems that are found in Na
ture?

There remain many intriguing questions about biological molecular-oxygen
carriers, questions that will be answered by complementary studies on the bio
logical and model systems. To make and study such model systems is an ex
ample of the challenge and excitement of this aspect of bioinorganic chemistry.
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VI. ABBREVIATIONS

I-Melm
1,2-Me2Im
2-Melm
2,3-DPG
3,4-Mer Py
4-t-Bu-Py
4-CN-Py
4-NHr Py
Gj

Arg
B
Ch
E t , E_ 1

EDTA
EO
EO'

Er
EtOH
EXAFS
G
H
Hi6,6-CP)
H2(Poc-PF)
H2Amide-Im

1-methylimidazole
I, 2-dimethylimidazole
2-methylimidazole
2,3-diphosphoglycerate
3,4-dimethylpyridine
4-t-butylpyridine
4-cyanopyridine
4-aminopyridine
activity of component i
arginine
general axial base ligand that binds to a metalloporphyrin
chlorocruorin
activation energy
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
electrochemical potential at unit activity and fugacity
electrochemical potential at physiological pH (7.4) and unit pressure

(l atm = 760 Torr)
erythrocruorin
ethanol
extended x-ray absorption fine structure
Gibbs free energy
enthalpy
cyclophane-strapped porphyrin (see Figure 4.23)
pocket picket-fence porphyrin
basket-handle porphyrin: imidazole base covalently attached to por

phyrin with amide straps; amide straps on other side of porphyrin
(see Figure 4.23)
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H2Bis-Poc
H2bzacen
H2C2Cap
H2Ether-Py

H2MPIX-Im

H2PPIX
H2PPIX-Im

Hb
HbA
HbF
Hc
His
His 203

Hr
1m
k
Kp , Kc

L;

M
M
M
Mb
Me
met
OEP
P
THF
TPP

meso-tetrakis (2, 4, 6-triphenylphenyl) porphyrin
N, N-ethylenebis (benzoylacetoninime)
capped porphyrin; see Figure 4.23
basket-handle porphyrin: as for H2Amide-Im except ether straps and

pyridine base (see Figure 4.23)
mesoporphyrin IX dimethylester with imidazole covalently attached to

porphyrin (see Figure 4.23)
picket fence porphyrin, meso-tetrakis (a, a, a, a-o-pivalamidephenyl)

porphyrin (see Figure 4.23)
protoporphyrin IX dimethylester
protoporphyrin IX dimethylester with imidazole covalently attached to

porphyrin (see Figure 4.23)
hemoglobin
human adult hemoglobin
human fetal hemoglobin
hemocyanin
histidine
position on polypeptide chain (203) of a histidine residue
hemerythrin
imidazole
rate constant
equilibrium constant: concentration of gas expressed in terms of pres

sure (P) and molarity (M), respectively
allosteric constant: equilibrium constant for conformational change of

protein with i ligands bound
general metalloporphyrinato species
molarity, moles/L
general metal complex
myoglobin
methyl group
oxidized (e.g. met Hb)
2,3,7,8,12, 13, 17, 18-octaethylporphyrinato
pressure, usually in Torr or mm Hg
tetrahydrofuran
5, 10, 15,20-tetraphenylporphyrinato


